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[Special to III· Press.]
Waterville, May 2.—The glorious day
opened bright and beautiful. At 9 o'clock
the church was thronged as all were anxious
to attend the Love feast and.make sure of a
seat.
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POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

TkU powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
with
the
multitude
of
low test, short
competition
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
can*. Koyal Baking I'owdeb
Co., 106 Wall St.
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The Conference Adjourns to Meet in
Portland Next Year.
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Dr. Reod treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopath.c and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases Riven up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Oflce Η··η-9
·. ι· 9. p. ■·
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First National Bank

at Watervllle Sun-
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thronged for public
worship, and such was the crowd that hundreds could not gain admittance.
Bishop Walden preached a powerful sermon of
one hour and a quarter from I
Timothy, 3—"That your faith should not
stand on the wisdom of men but in the
power
of God."
At 3.30 Rev. J. R. Day, D. D., of New
York preached a powerful sermon from I
Tim. iii, 16—"Great in the mystery of Godliness." No mere sketch can give any idea
of that grand sermon. No wonder that our
Maine boys are called to the most important
churches all through the west. The conference collection for our feeble ministers and
conference widows was $91, the largest collection ever taken in the Maine conference
for this purpose.
The missionary anniversary was held in
the Baptist church, and though the church
will seat fifteen hundred people, yet the
_
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Ferry—H.

11. Mitchell.

Portland—Chestnut street, N. E. Wliitaker;
Congress street, Ezra Tinker.
Island church, John B. Lapham.
Pine street and West End, E. 8.
Stackpole.
Sliapleigh and West Newfleld—A. W. Water-

house.
South Berwick—Israel Luce.
South Biddelord
circuit-Sylvester D. Brown.
Sont II Staudlsh and
Buxton—Geo. W. Barber.
West Scarboro—Milton B. Pratt.
Woodford'»—Roscoe Sanderson.
York—Gardiner D. Holmes.
LBWISTON DISTRICT·
Ε. T. Maine,
/'residing Elder.
Andover—G. G. Powers.
Auburn
Bath—Beacon Street, H. E. Foss.

Wesley Church,

Bethel—A. It. Sylvester.
Bowdoinham—M. E. King.
Bridgton—C. S.Cumraings.
Brunswick—W. S. Mclntire.
Conway, N. H.-J. M. Woodbury.
East North Yarmouth—W. H. Foster,
_

East Poland and Mlnot—J. W. Smith.
Gorhain, Ν. H.—James Ttask.
Harpswell—Supplied by J. Moulton.
Lewiston—Park Street, W. F. Berry.
Hammond Street, C. L- Llbby.
Lisbon—S. T. Records.
Mason and Albany—S. W. Witham.
Mechanic Falls—G. F. Cobb.
Frveburg and Stowe—John H. Roberts.
Falmoutn and Cumberland—Ο. H. PlUsbury.
Monmouth—Hosea Hewitt.
Naples—George Hoit.
Newrv Circuit—Supplied.
North Conway aud Bartlett, N. 11.—Perry Chandler.
Norway—J. Albert Corey.
North Auburn—Supplied.
Oxford—J. M. BufTum.
Richmond—C. F. Allen.
Rumford—G. B. Hannaford.
South Paris—W. F. Holmes.
South Waterford—John Robinson.
Turner and Buckfield—M. K. Maybry.
West Cumberland—Supplied.
West Derliam—Supplied.
West Paris Circuit—lusly Bean.
H. C. Sheldon, professor in Boston
University.
AUGUSTA DISTRICT.

Presiding Elder, C. J. Clark.
Augusta—G. R. Palmer.
East Readfleld—To be supplied.
East Wilton—John p. Roberts.

Eustis—Supplied.

Fairfield—D. B. Holt.
Farmington—L. II. Bean.
Favette and East Livennore—Henry Crochett.
Gardiner—E. C. Bass.
Hallowell—Charles E. Springer.
Industry and Starks—John R. Masterman.
Kents Hill and Readfleld Corner—Cyrus Stone.
Kingfleld Circuit—Jainea Nixon.
Leeds and Greene—W. H. Congdon.

racing waters.
Latest Reports Say the Danger
Probably About Passed·
Several

More

Bridges Reported
Away.

is

to

Have Been Washed

Washouts on the European Branch
of the Maine Central.
Special to the Press.]
Sanfohd, May 2.—The water in the Mousam, which rose so rapidly on Friday, is
slowly subsiding. Friday morning a jam of
logs caused the water to flow over the upper
bridge, on the back road to Springvale, and
It was supposed that the bridge had been
washed away, but with the subsiding ef the
water the bridge is found all right with the
exception of the ends, where the roadway is
badly washed out.
Calais, May 2.—The water in the St·
Croix river rose about two inches Sunday
night. The back boom at Baring broke
last night, releasing about 100,000 logs and
carrying away the King mill, owned by G.
Porter ; also two bridges from the railroad to
the mills, and what remained of the old toll
bridge. The logs brought up against the
railroad bridge, which remained firm.
Advices just received from the lakes say
the water has risen from one to two inches
in the lakes durine the day, but has fallen
consideratly in the «streams. It is feared
that the dam at Grand Lake stream will be
unable to withstand the enormous pressure,
and that the gates will have to be hoisted to
relieve it. Tbis would raise the water in the
river considerable and would seriously endanger the mills all along the river. The
water in the main river has fallen nearly as
much as it raised during the night. No mails
have been received here since Saturday.
None are likely to arrive before Wednes-
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$150,000
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A Loss of

Èrominent

$50,000 or

The London Times

Charges

Î'anes

THOUSANDS

OF

VICTIMS.

Terrible Ravages of the Cholera In
Chill.
New Yobk, May 2.—A dispatch from
Panama, April 23. says : Up to date 2873
persons have fallen victims to the epidemic
in Santiago de Chili alone.but the number of

those who have recovered from the disease
is not given. It is reported here on very
good
authority that the Board of Health proposes
to exclude from Peruvian ports vessels arriving from Chilian waters, even for sixty
days after (be epidemic shall have been officially declared over. The warehouses at
Arica, Iquique and Valparaiso are overloaded with merchandise, destined for Callao
and other Peruvian ports,
brought out from
Europe and blockaded by reason of the interdiction.
Labor Troubles.
Three thousand hod carriers at
Chicago
went out on strike yesterday.
A long struggle between labor and
capital
in the building trades has apparently
commenced in Toronto. The upholsterers also
struck for an increase of from 2ft to »
per nour wim a working day of nine hours
and five hours Saturday. The carpenters
will hold a meeting Wednesday to decide on
what action they shall take.
A large number of trades untens of St.
Louis, chiefly the building trades, the cigar
makers, shoe makers, moulders and others,
had a parade
Sunday in celebration of the

anniversary

fnauguiation

of the

of the

eight

hour movement. About 5,000 men were in
line.
All union caipenters of New Haven struck
work yesterday morning in the
where
non-union men were employed.shops
About 300
jnen will probably be thrown out of employThe plasterers at Ilaverliill struck yesterday morning because a demand for stopping
work at 4 o'clock Saturdays was not granted
by their employers. The hod carriers have
struck, as their request for a rise from
$2.25 to $2.50 per day was not allowed by the
bosse.'. AU work with these classes is suspended.
aiso

Another

Walking Match.
ruiLA.DEi.PHlA, May 2.—A six days walk
began here today. At midnight the score
was

:

Hughes

Miles.
118
ill

ο

Han
Cox
8. Day
Alberts

Ill
lie

106

Strogel

103

Etoon
Vint
W. Day
Newliart
Noremac
Weston
Black
Williams
Moust

,101
100
100

100

95
03
02
95
90
90
90
90

Tulley

Leodon

NeUly
CENERAL NEWS.

Julia Κ Forrest was installed as
deaconess in St George's Episcopal church.
New York, Sunday, by Bishop l'otter. She
is the lirst deaconess admitted to the church
iu four hundred years and the first ever
created in America.
A Standard Oil Company's tank at Lima,
Ohio, was set on fire by lightning Sunday.
An explosien occurred
Saturday at the
saw mill of the Paducah (Ky.) Lumber Comby which four workmen were scalded,
Miss

Îiany,
wo of them fatally,
Ex-Alderman

of New York
dropped dead while in the act of eating his
dinner in a down town restaurant yesterday.
Heart disease was the cause.
A fire yesterday destroyed the warehouse
of Brown, Johnson & Co., on Maple street,

Twouiey

Louisville. Kentnnkv· ft nin· efri»rv «miti
elevator οί Strator Brothers near
by, aFso 14
freight cars belonging to the Louisville &
Nasnville railroad^ Total loss 3250,000.
Senator Sherman has been Invited to deliver the oratic η on the occasion of the decoration of the graves of Federal «oldiers in
the National Cemetery at Nashville, Tenn.
W. E. Darwin, son of the famous naturalist, Is traveling in this country, lie is below
the average in size and resembles a country

parson.

The ex-Empress Eugenie, it is said, still
bears traces of delicate beauty. Slender,
erect, and with a superb ligure, she is at
once to be recognized as a grande dame.
Her complexion is admirably preserved and
her hair yet shows tints of pale gold.
George Gould has been elected President of
three of his father's Southwestern railways.
Fifty thousand copies of Mrs. Cleveland's
photograph have already been sold. The
demand is about 200 a day.
Hanlan and Jake Gaudaur will row a race
on Decoration day for the championship of
America.
A brntal dog fight took place in Boston
last night at a green house owned by a prominent and wealthy gentleman. One of the
dogs was killed, and those present said it
was the "finest" contest of tne kind
they

ever saw.

Gerome, the celebrated French painter,
magnificent palace in Paris. The
spacious halls of the ground floor are encumbered with curios of all kinds, frcm Chinese

lives'in a

beds in carved wood down to Australian
knuckle dusters.
THE STATE.

COUNTT.

Gardiner .is talking of adopting standard

time.

The Kennebec Journal has heard a rumor
that a new afternoon daily paper will shortly
be established in Waterville.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Eighteen magnificent horses have arrived
Megantic

in Bangor from Montreal for the

railroad.
Sixty
from Winnipeg.

more

horses

are on

the way

YOBK COUNTY.

A lap-streak boat, eleven ieet long, and of
elegant model and finish, is attracting much
attention in Biddefordand Saco. The builder
Mr. Fred L. True, a Saco boy, barely 17
years old. His first boat, built by hint wnen
he was 15 years old, attracted the attention
of a rich New Yorker at Biddeford Pool last

summer, who immediately gave the
young
boat builder an order (or the boat now com-

pleted.

River and Harbor Improvements.
The following bids were received and
opened Saturday by Major Jared A. Smith,
Corps of Engineers, United States Army.
For dredging in Lubec Channel, Maine—
Moore and Wright, Portland, 35 cents per
cubic yard, for material measured in scows.
For dredging in Narraguagus River, Maine
—Hamilton and Sawyer, Chebeague, Me., 27
cents per cubic yard, Thomas
SymondS,
Leominster, Mass., 20 cents per cubic yard,
Moore and Wright, Portland, 16 cents per
cûbic yard, for material measured in scows.
For dredging in Penobscot River, near
Bangor, Maine, Boynton Bros", Boston,
Mass., 35 cents per cubic yard for material
measured in scows. Moore and Wright,
Portland, 23 cents per cybic yard for material measured in scows and $10 per cubic
yard for large rocks.
For dredging in Little Harbor, X. H.—
Boynton Bros., 33 cents per |cukic yard for
material measured in scows ; New England
Dredging Company,J41 cents per cubic yard,
for material measured in scows; Moore and
Wright, 24 cents per cubic yard, for material
measured in scows; Thomas
Symonds, 25
cents per cubic yard, for material measured
in scows.
The acceptance of the bids of Moore and
Wright was recommended in .each case by

Mayor Smith.

INSTALMENT DEALERS

Local Boards of Health.
E.

Graffam, Edgar

Dr. S. Λ.

Salem.
Wills, and Frank S. Brack-

Itangeley,

ltoss, J.

δ.

to Its

of the Law Suit
Against the
Publisher of Piccadilly.

Opening

London, May 2.—The Times, returning
against Mr. Parnell and his
party, says: "Our articles on 'Parnellisni
to the charges

and Crime' and the Parnell letter have sunk

deep into the public mind and have produced
a conviction that
nothing can shake, save
evidence oi

a

kind that Mr. Parnell cannot

produce."
The Times also publishes a long article of
style of the articles on "Parnellism and
Crime," purporting to show that Mr. John
Dillon, in his defence In the House of Commons of the Parnellite party
against the
charges that they had relations with the
dynamiter Sheridan, either offered to Parliament a tissue of fictions, which he bad
never taken the trouble to
examine, or
reached a still lower depth of dishonesty.
The libel suit brought against William
Kidgway, publisher of Piccadilly, for J30U)
for asserting in the black
pamphlet on the
Irish question recently issued by him that
Kir John Urenon, the plaintiff, a former
Home ltule member of Parliament, wa> a
Fenian and ally of the Invincibles, came up
for trial today. The court room was crowded
in anticipation of developments.
Mr. Kidgway, the defendant, being sworn, pleaded
that the alleged libel was true.
Sir John
Urenon, the plaintiff, being sworn, made an
emphatic denial of the defendant's statements. Sir John said he never was a Fenian.
He left the Land League, he said, in June,
Ihho, after a quarrel with its managers for
opening his telegrams. He had uot since
that time joined any league or association
or any Fenian league or association. He had
never travelled between Paris and London
on Irish Republican business. Ho had
neyer
interfered with the work of tracing dynamiters. Continuing, Sir John dfelared that
Sir Lion Playfair told him that Mr. Gladstone had become converted to the home
rule theory in 187'J, and that he desired Mr.
Parnell to accept the office of chief secretary for Ireland.
Witness spoke to Mr.
Parnell about taking the office, but he dethe
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In the House of Commons.
In the House of Commons tonight Mr.
Healy moved that the first clause of the
crimes bill be so amended as to indicate
to what portions of Ireland the bill
clearly
would be applicable. He suggested that the
words "proclaimed districts" be omitted
and that
Kerry, Londonderry and Belfast"
be inserted in tlieir stead.
Mr. Balfour, chief secretary for
Ireland,
declined to accede to this proposal. He said
the government intended to apply the clause
to all parts of Ireland where the
prevalence
of crime justified such action.
Mr. Healy asked if blood-stained
Belfast,
where troops had been shot and policemen
murdered was to go free while the miserable
rack-rented districts in the southwest were
to be punished.
Mr. Balfour replied that the government
would exercise a perfect impartiality In
sup-

pressing disorder everywhere.
Mr. Labouchere said the scope and aim of
the bill was to crush out the Nationalists
leaving the Orangemen to do anything they
like. The administration of law was so
bound up with the Orange faction that it
could not be impartial.
Mr. Gladstone suggested that the words
"proclaimed districts" remain, but that the
districts be defined under the other clauses
of the bill. The answer of Balfour that all
districts would be treated
was
Impartially
not sufficient, because the minister
had often
referred to particular parts of Ireland where
the bill was meant to operate. No doubt the
people of Belfast regarded with disgust and
horror the prevalence (of disorder in their
midst, but the same apology was equally
good /or other districts. ["Hear."] The conduct of some )>ersons in Belfast recently
stained the name of Ireland more than tb«
conduct of the people of any other part of
Ireland had. [Cheers.]
Lord Randolph Churchill said that the
suggestion Mr. Gladstone had made might
have been valuable, but its value had been
destroyed by the raising of points which
were calculated to lead to a
controversy.
Mr. Gladstone had made himself a
party to
the insinuation that the government intended to
the
clause
to certain
apply
parts
of Ireland, and leave only
Belfast out There
had been disorder in Belfast, but the law
had not been arrested. There was no analogy between the riots in Belfast and the
"moonlighting" in Kerry, for which not a
single person bad been made amenable to
No
justice.
one
would
venture
to
assert that juries .in the North of Ireland
had failed to do their duty, as was often the
case with juries in the South of Ireland.
To
put the diabolical outrages of the South of
Ireland, as Gladstone did, on the same level
th« diKtiirhauppe in R*»lfoa+ *«"»»
done and apologize for those outrages.

Burke and Daniel Hoar,

and as he reached the falls rent the air with
piercing shrieks. The boat went over the
(alls abreast to the river and disappeared in
the boiling waters below.
When it struck
one end of It split and spread out like a (an,
and neither the boat 01 the man was seen
(or several seconds. Mr. Kenneson had by
this time mounted the bridge and looking
down saw the boat reappear two or three
hundred yards below the falls.
The next instant Bisson was to be seen a
short distance from the boat battling to regain the «-reft, which had turned bottom side
up. By an almost superhuman effort Bisson
leached the boat and crawled
Its bottom
and sped onward towards upon
Uooch Island
bridge, the distance being covered in less than
three minutes it seemed to those
who were
eye-witnesses. He passed under this
bridge
not far from the Saco end. and shot the
falls
below in safety, still clinging to the frail

craft and shouting wildly (or help, from
there he was carried along with territic
speed scarcely ten feet from the Saco shore
towards the York falls, over which he was
hurled and was lost sight of in the abyss of
boiling water below. That was the last seen
of him probably, although there are parties
who are very positive they saw his body
carried along below the Main street bridge
later in the forenoon.
A man who was on the Uooch Island
bridge when Bisson passed under on the
boat shouted to the latter to stand up, and
says that if Bisson had done so he could
have reached liiin with his band and
him off, but It is doubtful If he couldpulled
have
saved him even If It had been possible for
ltisson to stand upon the boat, as the water
was running so swiftly.
Λ sharp lookout
for the body has been kept yesterday and today, but up to Monday afternoon nothing bad
beet, seen of it. Bisson was between HCty
and sixty years old and had no regular occupation.

(Cheers.)

The amendment proposed by Mr.
Healy
that an inquiry be held ouly when evidence
has been withheld on account of intimidation, was rejected by a vote of 206 to 110,
after a discussion that lasted an hour and a

half.

Mr. Healy then moved that the high court,
not the attorney general, be empowered to
order an Inquiry.
Mr. Gibson, solicitor general for Ireland,
replied that the government was unable to

accept the amendment.
Mr. Gladstone, rising to reply to the statement by Mr. Elliott that he (Gladstone) was
responsible for an equally strong system of
five years ago, said that Mr. Elliott overlooked an essential difference, namely, that
Ills bill had been directed agalbst crime,
while the one under discussion was not.
[Cries of "Oh! oh!"] At least, he added,
the present bill was directed against acts
that had not hitherto been considered
crimes. Anyway, he would renew his former proposals "because he was convinced that
they aggravated the evil.
Mr. Holdane, Homerule Liberal, proposed
to substitute "judge" for "high court," and
Mr. Healy assented.
The
discussion being continued, Mr.
Smith, first lord of the treasury, amid cries
of "Shame," moved to enforce the cloture
rule. The motion was carried by a vote of
'257 to 135.

Mr. Gladstone and other opposition leadwalked slowly into the opposition lobby,
while the Parnellites and Gladstonians stood

ers

cheering wildly.

Mr. Ilealy's amendment was then rejected
by a vote of 281 to 142.
Mr. Nolan moved to report progress on tue
bill.
W. H. Smith said the government was unable to agree to this because only nine of the
140 amendments to the first clause had been
disposed of. Later, however, progress was

Brussels. May 2.—Advices from St. Petersburg say that after a fortnight's quietude
the country is again in a state of uceasineys.
Large armaments are being pushed forward
with feverish activity. An 'order of the war
minister points to the concentration of great
of troops on the frontiers of Russia.

New England League.
PORTLAND», 8; LYNNS, 3.
Seven hundred people assembled at the
West Lynn grounds yesterday afternoon, to
witness the game between the Lynns and
Portlands. Weak batting and poor fielding
gave the game to the Portlands. Still, the
playing on both sides was good. Following
■« >U« UVV1U
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BOAT'S

BOTTOM.

Joseph Bisson's Fearful Ride
Turbulent
Saco.

on

the

[Biddeford Journal.]
Joseph Bisson, a Frenchman who had long
since passed the meridian of life, had a fearful ride to death on the river
Sunday, and
thus far his oody has not been recovered,
lie lived with his family, a wife and six
children, on Walnut street, in a house that
has been surrounded by water since the
freshet began. Between 6 and 7 o'clock in
the morning, while he was feeding the poultry at his place, his boat got away, and procuring one from a neighbor he went out
upon the river in It after his own. Securing
the latter he attached it by a rope to the one
he was in and rowed down the stream looking for a favorable place to land. Knowing
of the eddy that makes in just below the
Springs Island bridge he rowed for It and
was making for the shore when the swift
current snapped inStwain the rope that held
the two boats together and his own was carried out towards the falls.
In spite of the warning shouted after him
by J. C. Kenneson, who was standing near
by on the shore in full realization of the danger from the falls, Bisson shot out after the
rapidly retreating boat, and when about a
Quarter of the distance across the river the
craft he was in was caught by the current
and drawn with great speed into the falls.
Bisson was then standing erect in the boat.

PACIFIC.

In th· New

Hemp-

Deal.

Planning

to Oontrol a Lin· to Boston
From the Northwest.

The Canadian Pacific Syndicate and
the Crand Trunk.
New York, MayX—A ipeclsl to the Tribune says : That the Canadian Pacific railway needs and and U seeking (or an outlet
in Boston admit» of no doubt It secured
control some time ago of the Southern line,
extending from Montreal to Newport, Vt,
in order that It might have the
only connecting line with the Passumpsic and the Northern, as well as the Boston, Concord and
Montreal lines, and It was an open secret
two months ago, Jnst before the
breaking of
the Lowell lease of the New Hampshire
railroads at the instance of the minority
stockholders, that an arrangement bad been
made between the Boston and Lowell and a
great Canadian syndicate whereby they
were to obtain control for a long term of
years of the Lowell and its leased lines.
Now that the Boston and Lowell Is leased

to be eight per cent on the stock for
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parties.

ail western

Colng Up—York County
Baptists Nleet-Sanford Agricultural
Society Formed-Other Items of
News.

8

Saxfobd, May
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Earned runs-Portlands 2, Lynns 1. Two base
bits—Davln, Lulbury. Home Ruus— Vlsner, Dav
In. First base .m balls -Thayer (3), bavin (2).
Dlckerson, Small. First base on errors—Portlanus 7, Lynns 3.
struck out bv Small 3. by
Henry 2 Double play—Tnayer and Schoeneck.
Passed ball—McGinn. Wild pitch—Small. Time
ot game—lb. 66m. Umpire— Widen.

MANCUEHTKKS, 20; LAWBKNCE·, ft.
thousand people witnessed a great
batting game on the part of the Manchester»
this afternoon, at Manchester, they defeating the Lawrence -Ό to ti, and making Jti safe
hits with a total of 3β.
Aside from the batting of the Manchester, the catch of a fly
ball by Coughlin, the third base
play of
Trask and Donald, the pitching of Williams
and the catching of Murphy were the distinctive features. Meara made three error*
in succession in the fourth tuning, and
these,
with the miss of a grounder by
Carney and
the Lawrences bunching their nits, gave the
visitors their only runs of the game. The
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First bane on error»—
Left on basesLawrences 4.
MawJusiers u. Lawrences 7. Struck out-Knou»
Double nlay
Trask, Williams, Donovan (2).
Burke and Donald.
Passed balls-Koons
η lid pitches—Uainpana 4.
Time of game—2h.
6m. Umpire—T. J. Lynch.

Manchester» 4,

(V).
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The game between the Boston Blues and

Haverhllls,

Boston, yesterday, was notable for the heavy hitting of both teams, the
superior fielding of the Bines, and the poor
at

work by both batteries.
1 23468789
Innings
Boston Bfues
1 2 6 3 1 ο 1 ο 2-16
Haverhllls
3 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 1—12
Earned runs—Bostons β, Haverhllls 1. Base
hits—Blues 14.
Haverhill» al.

hiils, Haley.
Barton.

Haverhllls 9. Prrnr· Rtvi«w y ν
Pitchers- Blues, Burke, llavrr-

Time ol gaine—au. 2Dni.

Umpire-

t

The

National
AT

Innings

Bostons

League.

Ο Ο β 2 :ι Ο χ—12
2030000— β

1
1

Base hits—Bostons. 14; Phihidelphlns. 12.
rors—Bostons, 5; Philadelphia», β.

Er-

AT J-ITTSBUBG.

Innings
Pittsburgs
Détroits
Base

123460789

..

4
Ο

Ο

1

ο

Ο

2

1

Ο

Ο—

8

00120100—3
hits—Pittsburgs, 14; Détroits, 10. Errors

Pittsburgs, 3 ; Détroits, 2.

AT WASHINGTON.

Innings

1

New York!

2
3

23456780

00000003— Β
0000000 1—4
Base hits—New Yorks. 12; Washingtons, 9.
Errors—New Yorks, 3; Washingtons, 1.

Washington*

tunings
Indianopoiis

AT INDIANAPOLIS.
1 2345 β 789
1 400103 0 o— 9
Ο OOOOOOIO— 1

Chicago-»..
Base hits—Indianapolis 18; L'hlcagos 10. Errors
Indianapolis, 2; C'hicagos, 4.

Other Cames.
At Baltimore— Baltimores,

15; Metropoli-

Cincinnati—Louis*ille-<, 8; Cincinnati·»

seven.
NOTES.

The Portlands wilfplay the Lynns Friday
and Saturday of this week.
It is the int. n
tlonof the iiianugvmrnt to admit ladies tree

on Fridays throughout the season, but on account of the large attendance expected at
«âiv

v|/vuuig im^ur ftUlUC, HIC) 1UO DUUKt'U bU
one
at there It
a
demand (or seat». After tills

postpone Ladies' Day
already large

week,

week ladies will be admitted free to the
grounds ami grand stand on Fridays.
A new rubber home-plate was put down at
the Portland grounds yesterday, in place of

the marble one used last season.
Games today—Portland at Salem, Lawrence
at Boston, Haverhill at Lowell, Manchester
at Lynn.
The Lowells have released "Sparrow"
Morton, the Philadelphia letter carrier, who
thev engaged as a mtcher a short time ago,
and will give a local pitcher named Condon
a trial.
The Bowdolns went home happy. They
the Amhersts a thorough beating durng their trip.—Herald.
The Haverhill Bulletin says William Conway ia going to catch for the Portlands·

?;ave

The Coburn Estate.

remembered that some three
months ago it was decided that the will of
the late Governor Coburn was declared valid
D. D. Stewart, Esq.,
by the Law Court.
notified the executors In behalf of the heirs
at law not to pay any legacy where the principal was to be funded and only the interest
used, claiming, in substance, that all such
bequests amounted only to giving the legatee
a life Interest of the bequest, and then the
It will be

principal

would

revert

to

the

Governor's

Thereupon the executors, through
their counsel, Webli A Webb, filed a bill in
equity In the Supreme Judicial Court to obtain a construction of the will, and the question will be argued before the Law Court at
Bangor, on the third Wednesday in June
The following bequests have been paid thus
far : $100,000, Maine General Hospital, Portland; 450,000; Colby University ; 3100,000,
Home Mission
Society, Ν. Y. ; $so,ooo,
Freedman's Society, Washington, I». C.
There has been an apDreeiation in value of
the Aimer and Philander Coburn estate of
1300,000 since the Governor's death, so that
it Is now considered to be worth
$4,500,000.
heirs.

SACCABAPPA.
The Masonic Grand Bodies, at their meetings in Portland today, will be represented
me

υj

iraitrrmty

m UU8

yiua$c

IOIIOWS:

rempte Lodge, ÎTo. 86, by S. F. JuIU. iu«
ter; H. H. B. Ua««, S. Π. ^killings. Oliver
A. Cobb. proxy. Eagle R. A. Chapter, No.
11, by Dr. A. H. Burroughs Π. P. ; C. W.
Dennett, King; J. Clark Scales, Scribe.
Sunday services at the Congregational
•liurch will be changed during the summer
months from afternoon to
Capt. Isaac Qulmby Is
dd depot building and

morning.
reconstructing the
fitting it up into a

tenement house.
A number ot young

people from this and
Cumberland Mills village have gone to Massachusetts to spend a short vacation.
The work of repairing and building sidewalks has commenced. In some parts of the
town concrete walks will supply the place of
l>lank.
Fanners

on

the high southerly slope

were

in the plow yesterday. Not more
than fonr miles ont of the village there are
banks of snow from two to three feet high.

putting

The Ladies' Belief Corps of Cloudman

PHILADELPHIA.
1 2346 <>789
Ο
ο

Philadelphia*

Kev. 1. B. Mower of
Kennebunkport Reports from the various churches, discussion
of practical topics and social
meetings are
included In the programme.
Howard Frost, Ο. U. Chick, J. O. Wilkinson, J. B. Kick it, Atwuod Allen, Δ. Κ
L.
Bedell and L. W. Statrtry have been
appointed to act as lire wardens for
Spria^yale
The Sanford Agricultural and μ··.·>°
Association has been organized and the following board of officers elected : President,
Howard Frost; Secretary, A. W.
Treasurer, t. A. Butler; Director», I.Low;
B.
Stiles, E. O. Murray, Samuel Nowell. "Κ. Κ.
Bennett, Ε. A. Weymouth, Ο. Κ. W Hard,
Jos. Ridley, J. Moulton, R. A. Kern torn
ρ
and C. E. Ham ; Trustees,
W. II. Nason,
lienj. Beal and Lewis Butler. The directors
held a private meeting last
Saturday eve-

1α

14

ball—Cougnlln, Uuyle.

BLUBS,

—

SUBURBAN NEWS.

4
υ

υ

luu lags
1 23466780
Manchester*
3
13 13 2 3 0 4-20
Lawrences..
.0 00(100000— β
Earned runs—Manchester· 8. Two base hits—
Tras*. Carnw (2), Williams (2), Uuyle. Three
Hiist base in
s—frask, McUrrnujll
i**?.®
balls-Cooghlln, Koons, Donald, Itlt by pitched

BOST'tW

T>--

feet, three storie·, with *11
around piazza and balcony.
The Thirteenth Fellowship
meeting οf the
York County Baptist Association will be
held at Springvale tomorrow. ▲
paper by
Kev. J. II Nlchol ol South Berwick, Is
ex!
pected at the morning session. In the afternoon and evening there will be
sermons by
Key. I. S. Hamblen of North
Berwick, and
50
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street hntpl at Sanfnwl

be 38

Kev. F. R. Wade, pastor of the Congregational church at Sanford, will deliver the
Memorial Day address to Wiilard Post Mo.
TO, G. A. R. Mr. Wade U a member of Naliurn Mitchell Post of Xewfteld.
The selectmen having completed the enrollment of the militia report as follows :
Whole number of names enrolled, 536.
Of
this number Sanford has
nearly one-half,
the remainder being divided between
Springvale and South Sanford.
Mrs. Joanna Mugridge of Springvale, died
Thursday morning from the effects of a fall
received Tuesday. The remains were Interred last Saturday.
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Messrs. Toole and AJlen are
preparing for
the immediate erection of the new Main

ning.
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Foreign Notes.
The Czar has resolved to journey south,
notwithstanding the adverse police reports.
It Is expected that he will start In a fortnight.
During the past week, 2618 emigrants left
Oueenstown fur America.
The total l-jt
tne month of April is ΙΙ,Η,νι, agalnt 6,630 for
April last year.
Advices received at London say that the
governor of the Sooloo Islanders and a force
of 000 Europeans and native
troops,aided by
Spanish ships, attacked several thousand
rebels and took many prisoners.
A largo
number of guns were also captured. Maiburg was burned after being taken. Only
the Chinese were spared.
There were
heavy losses on both sides. Native chiefs
have fully submitted.

Its

make terms on

lonuiM.

masses

Bordeaux, May 2.—I'rhice Jerome Bonahas had an attack of apoplexy and Is
parte(lonrrarnno
Ir*
nnnJItinn

CANADIAN

BASE BALL.

as

reported.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Rev. J. D. Kichardson, pastor of the Stat·
street church of Boston, will be Memorial
Day oratoi at LIvermore Falls.
Kimball
Post will observe the day appropriately.
KENNEBEC

Returns

A gainst Parnell.

Tho Debate on the Crimes Act Continued In the Commons.

Over.

St. Paul, Minn,, May 2.—The most destructive hail storm ever known in this vicinity passed over this city yesterday afternoon.
The weather was exceedingly sultry
until about (! o'clock when the tornado
sprang up. For a few minutes rain fell in
torrents and was succeeded by a remarkable
fall of hailstones for about thirty minutes.
Some of the stones were thirteen inches in
circumference and weighed from four to five
ounces. One of them
went through the
thick plate glass in the rotunda of the Kyan
Hotel, shivering it to pieces. About 200
of glass were broken in each block,
umber piles were scattered and several
frame houses on the ontskirts were overturned. There is an unconfirmed report that
a woman was killed
by the falling timbers.
Nearly every public building in the city suffered more or less. Many
expensive memorial windows in churches are broken. The
loss will aggregate $50,000.

—

Aretas Shurtleff,

foreicn.

DESTRUCTIVE HAIL STORM.

held in the Methodist church.
SECURITIES FOR SALE.
Dr. Buckley of Hew York, editor ol the
day. Country roads are impassable and
Livermnre—c M Ahhntt
3.
Wahhinoton,
May
Livarmore Falls—Ο. Ε. Bisbee.
NKW YOHK
a number of bridges across streams have
COKKKKPONDENTS,
The indications lor New England are Christian Advocate, ana Chaplain HcCabe
Madison—D. E. Parlin.
been carried away.
Mount Vernon and Vienna—Supplied.
CHARLES HEAD & CO.
light local ruins, winds veering to westerly, were the speakers and they held the congreNew Portland t'lrcult—T. A. Nottage.
LiVEitMoitE falls, May 2.—The Androcooler, preceded Ion the immediate coast by gation spell bound till 10 o'clock, and gave a
BOSTON,
New Sharon and Mercer—Supplied.
SCOECin at this Dlacn is snhslrllncr It »i<
collection
of
six
hundred
nearly
dollars.
rising
A.
temperature.
Norridgewock Circuit—George Clsson.
CHARLES HEAD & CO.
Nertb Anson and Embden—William H. Barber.
the highest Saturday that has been known
The case of Bro. Bnffum, laid over, was
North Augusta-Η. F. A. Patterson.
since the famous pumpkin freshet of I860.
taken
and
after
discussion
his
up
Quotations constantly displayed.
North Wayne—Supplied.
present
LOCAL WKATHKB riEI'OKT.
Oakland and Sidney—H. Chase.
relation was continued.
The damage has been mostly to the highBro. A. S. Weed,
(Stanley T. Pollen,
PORTLAND, Me., May 2, 1887.
Prank C. Crocker.
Phillips—J. N. Kewley.
decl
ways and culverts, many being washed out.
eodtl
ÎTa μ i :i ι· μ ιιυΐ'Μ agent of Zion Herald in Boston, was introSkownegan J.M. Frost.
Solon Circuit-C. A. Laughton.
duced and spoke for Zion's Herald, with his
Some of the roads are still covered with
Barometer...
30.143 30.194 .'!(>.387
Strong—W. B. Bartlett.
Thermometer.
KI II V, LOF.B &
65.2
usual courtesy and good judgment.
water.
47.0
169.8
Waterville—John
L. Hill.
Dew Point
33.3
32.2
38.4
The order of the day was called—"When
Wayne and North Leeds—D. R. tord.
BANHKKS.
Rockland, May 2.—Great damage from
Humidity
44.0
35.0
72.0
Weld
and Carthage—Supplied.
30 NASSAU ST., NEW YOKK,
Wind....
shall out next conference be held?" Inthe freshet is reported in Union and vicinCalm
S
S
Wilton—George C. Andrews.
0
Velocity
IIAVK ΙΌΝΝΤΛΜΤΙΛ OIV HAND
10
vitations were extended by the Chestnut
Wintluop—Thomas F. Jones.
ity. Yesterday the water washed away the
Weather
Fair
Clear Clear
A HELECTION OF CHOICE INVEliTstreet church in Portland, and by the church
dam at Hill's Mills, carrying away a large
Mean dally bar...30.308 Maximum ther....01.9
NENT SECURITIES,
Mean dally ther. .54.0
in Gardiner.
FROM WASHINGTON.
Minimum ther....43.G
portion of the saw mill's underpinning, leavMeau daily d'w pt.34.0
Max. vel. wind.. 12 S
The .conference by α unanimous vote deit tottering. Bridges are carried away
ing
Mean daily hum...B0.8
Total
0
precip
CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS, BBOKEItB
Pensions for Maine People.
cided to go to Chestnut street.
and farms have been flooded.
The bridges
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED.
A vote of thanks iras passed for the GardiMETEOROLOGICAL BBPOHT.
feli21i
Washington, May 2.—Pensions hare at North Appleton and Searsmont village
TT&S31I1
(May 2, 1887, 10.00 P. M.)
ner invitation.
been granted to residents of Maine as fol- have been swept away.
Observations taken at the same moment of tin c
The case of J. Γ. Roberts was referred to lows:
Bangor, May 2.—The water at the dam
at all station·.
Richard P.. father ol Samuel A. Smith, Hudson.
the committee on church relations for further
has risen to eleven feet and nine inches, and
Jefferson Clark. Stockton.
Thernio'terj Wina
consideration.
in the afternoon fell away seven-eighths of
Cestanoris M. Smalley, original, Belfast.
Malvy Keavnee, original, Alexander.
an inch, but returned to the full
Chaplain McCabe was introduced and
height this
Benjamin
Wilbur, original, Albany.
Iε
Pi v;t
spoke earnestly in behalf of the missionary
evening. The European branch of the
William .lohnsou, original, North Fryeburg.
William II. Johnson, original, Calais.
ο <v
Sp
Maine Central is badly washed out at the
work, and favored the conference with a
ο
Observation. w 0
Franklin Tolman, original. Rockland.
SA
few of his sweet songs. He looks weary and
a s
waterworks ; also at Great Works and CostiΜ.
Samuel S. Caldwell, original, Norway.
B.C
evidently needs rest, but for such a man to
Heniy H. Buller, original, Searsmont.
gan. At the latter place a workman named
Gabriel Palrose, Irestoratlon and reissue, AuEC
John O'Hara, of this city, fell from a car
rest, is to die.
gusta.
Dr. Buckley followed with remarks in
Robert T. Homer, South Montvllle.
and was drowned. The body was recovered.
G. O. Daiiforth, reissue, Freedom.
42
NE
Clear
Eastport, Me 30.42
relation to the Christian Advocate on its
He was 30 years old and leaves a widow. No
J. W. Black, reissue, Searsport.
47
Β
Portland, Me 30.38
Clear
Mt.Washiu'u 30.48
claim on all Methodists in all the world.
38
SW
trains have come over the road today, and
Fair
Public
Mass
30.3G
Debt
56
S
Statement.
Boston,
Dr. Hurlburt, corresponding secretary of
jClear
probably there will be nono Defore tomorrow
Block island1 30.38
48
SE
eatCl
I
The
FIRST MORTGAGE 5 PERCENT BONDS Nortlifleld... ,30.22
publie debt statement for the last night at least. Great
our Sunday School Union, was introduced
68
S
Clear
activity prevailed all
month shows a total debt of
I)u<· 1017, without option.
Nantucket.. 30.38
48
w
Fair
and spoke in reference to our Sunday School total debt less available cash $t,704,174,937; day among mill owners securing and
CO
Albany. N. y 30.28
SE
loading
Clear
$l,3s0,050,498
;
This company was organized lu 1872. but during
New York.. 30.20
debt less cash in the treasury May 1,
work and literature.
down mills, but no serious damage has oc66
SE
His suggestion with
Clear
$1,305,the past year the plant has been wholly recon30.26
64
SE
The decrease of the debt during the curred. All
Philadelphia.
Cloudy
regard to the selection of books for our Sun- 170,459.
stage lines arrived today except
structed.
66
Ε
Washlngiou.. 30.28
Clear
month has been $13,053,098.
The company has contracts with the City of Au66
the Corinth and Charleston. Λ part of the
S
day School Llbrarys and his words of warnNorfolk, Va. 30.26
Clear
gusta for tne rental of 80 hydrants, with the Coun8avauuah.Ua |30.28
SE
Clear
68|
ing were worthy of thoughtful consideration.
dam at Buggies & Simpson'» mill at Carmel
ty of Kennebec to supply the Cotmtar Buildings, Jacksonville. 30.24
68
SE
Clear
COAL BREAKER DESTROYED.
with the State of Maine to supply tffafrfetate House
Dr. Bueli, president of Dakota University,
Atlanta
has been carried away.
30.22
76
SE
Clear
and Insane Asylum, and with theunited States
New Orleans 30.061
SE
Fair
74]
was introduced and addressed the conference
Saco, May 2.—The freshet has apparently
Government to supply the Soldiers' Home at ToCincinnati, Ο 130.10]
SW
Fair
Men
Thrown
Many
Out
of
76,
Employ- reached its height and today a slight falling
in behalf of our Western Literary Institute,
gus.
30.08
78
NW
Pittsburg...
Cloudy
These contracts, together with the domestic
ment-The Loss Estimated at
54
S
Buffalo, K. t'. 30.041
Tli ret g
off of the water was noticeable. If it does
especially inviting our young men to come
supply, insures the expense aud interest, so that Osweco
30.06
S
Fair
70|
net revenue i* now NuiEcient to pnj the in$70,000.
West
and enter its glorious openings.
not storm no further damage is apprehended
Cleveland... 30.06
66
s
Cloudy
terest nnd expenses.
Detroit
30.00
62
SW
Cloudy
unless the constant flow of water proves
Question 2d—"Whojare admitted on trial"
The income will be greatly augmented in the
SW
Chicajro, Ills. 30.00
Clear
£8;
Wilkksbarke, Pa., May 2.—No. 10 coal destructive to
near future, as the company propose
—William Barber, James Wright, M. D.
Milwaukee. 20.92
SW
I Clear
64j
property adjacent to the
supplying
one
of
the
breaker,
in
the
largest
anthracite
Hallowell with water which is only two miles dis42
Duiutli, Minn 29.60
SW
Lt liain
Pratt and Edwin C. Strout.
region, situated at Sugar Notch, and oper- river. A few logs from the broken Bonny
tant from Augusta.
8t. Paul, Minn 29.84
38
w
Cloudy
ated
These bond* offer an excellent opportuOn motion voted that J. P. Roberts be adby the Lehigh & Wilkesbarre Coal Com- Eagle boom have arrived here and are secure
St. Louis. Mo 30.14
68
SW
Cloudy
nity for the investment of Trust Funds, Omaha, Neb. 30.18
pany, was entirely destroyed by fire this
50
NW
Clear
mitted to full connection.
in the main boom.
nnd we especially
recommend them to
Yankton
30.08
58
The flames are supposed to have
NW
Clear
morning.
those who desire to exchange their City of
S. J. Wetherbee reported for the Board of originated from a
The body of William Basson, who went
North Platte 30.24
44
W
Clear
from
a breaker boy's
spark
Portland bondN whieh mature thin year,
Stewards :
pipe. Two hundred men and boys battled over the falls Suaday, has not yet been reE. P. Joneb. Pv't S. C„ U. S. A.
for a safe home inveHtmenl, whieh will
with the fire, and for a time it looked as
nuiuuut vil blMun illlUWÛU
covered.
yield more interest than any municipal
3PZ,VDU.UU
Contingent fund in the treasury
though they would overcome the fiery eleBond.
183.26
MAINE.
wind
The money was distributed to forty claim- ment, but a * strong
from
THE FISHERIES QUESTION.
the
blowing
3
ιι»··ινο, citiu au α oiiuib OfttLC
WOODBURY & MOULTON,
ants according to their several needs and
Creat Day for Lewiston Catholics.
of time the mammoth structure was in ruins.
A Brief Discussion in the Dominion
XVX'iiV Ο »
wants by the Stewards.
[Special to the Press.]
The boiler, oil and engine house and about
tornor Middle and Exchange Streets.
John Gibson and E. Martin were made twenty cars were also destroyed. The loss
.Lewiston, May 2.—This was a great day
House of Commons.
will be fully $100,000; insurance,
»p27
lltf
for our Lewiston Catholic citizens, who
$70,000.
supernumerary at their own request.
The
breaker
had
a capacity of 1,000 tons a
Π-ΤΤ
If
r>
«
«._!_*
JI.
were present in large numbers to witness the
L. P. French, Ε. K. Colby and Alvra day. Three hundred and
fifty men will be
consecration exercises on the site of the proTurner were made superannuate at their thrown out of employment until the breaker on the fisheries question took place in the
is rebuilt, which will take eight months.
posed new cathedral, St. Patrick's.
The
owu request.
House of Commons tonight, arising out of
weather was perfect. Crowds of Protestants
Conference voted to continue the present
Mr. Ellis, the New Brunswick member, askRANKER* AND BROKER!*,
were among the assemblage, many of whom
DAMACE BY THE CALE.
relation of David Church.
ing for the return of all United States vesProprietors oi
by invitation of Fattier Wallace, took their
POOR'S MANUAL. OF RAILROADS,
II. P. Torsey was appointed Emeritus Prosels boarded, warned or interdieted by the
turn at the shovel and overturned the conseExecute orders at tlie Stock Exchange in New
fessor and Ε. M. Smith, President of the Caoe Sable Fishermen Meet With
Canadian fisheries protection lieet. Ile reYork and London. Hallway Bonds a specialty.
crated sod. The exercises, which were proLosses.
Heavy
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female Colcited a number cases of reported harsh treatInterest allowed on deposits. Correspondence infoundly interesting, lasted about an hour, lege.
ment of American vessels by Canadian offivited.
Halifax, N. S., May 2.—A special from
and were conducted by Rev. T. H. Wallace
14 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
in the afternoon the Conference
cers, and said that already 120 complaints
at
opened
N.
that
S.,
the
Garrington,
late
says
gale was
fell 10
d6m
and his assistant, Rev. Peter Bradley.
The 2.30 o'clock, D. 15. Randall in tbe chair.
ruinous to property of the lobster fisher- had been filed at Washington.
erection of this second Catholic church in
Mr. Thompson, Minister of Justice, replyEzra Tinker reported for the committee on men of Cape Saule and other places in Shelburne county. The extent of the damages ing, said that Mr. £Uis was too nattering
Lewiston has become necessary because of
church extension.
is not yet known, but so far as
when lie termed American reports of ill
reported the
the rapid increase of the Catholic population
A motion was made that we will
less of boats and gear is considerable.
treatment evidence.
Particulars Ellis had
cooperate
The
here. The edifice when completed will cost,
with tbe financial agent when
wind blew fiercely from the east
appointed by
rolling a given were selections from a number of
tremendous
and
it
is
sea
inaccurate
over
on
the
coast
statements made
Water Works Co. Six
the trustees of the Maine
estimated,
$100,000.
Wesleyan Semina- traps set on long trowls in and ledges, and rambling
quite deep water against the British and Colonial authorities
The Rev. T. H. Wallace, to whom the ry, such an appointment
been
were totally smashed and
apPer Cent
by persons who received a general invitation
cast upon the
Fund
Guar- prosperous condition of the affairs of the proved by this conference. having
shore. Lobster cars moored in sheltered
to send in all the claims they could possibly
diocese
coves
is
was
in
stationed
due,
The
a
formerly
after
week's
anteed
containing
and Interest.
some discussion, passed
catch also
motion,
ovty
bring against a nation waicn.it was supposed
went to pieces among the breakers and their
would in the end have to pay a bill of damaPortland. lie is an exemplary clergyman of by a rising vote almost
unanimously.
contents
were lost.
On the south side of
ges. It had transpired, not only from invesPopulation (1880-4911) now estimated the religion he represents, and irrespective
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CAPTAIN COLLINS
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A Coroner's Jury Verdict.
Resolved, That we will welcome the col- congratulations, including the 000 employes On the Value of Canadian Fisheries
dim
my2
of the Estey Organ Company, of which Mr.
ored preacher to this conferencc whenever
to Our Fishermen.
Biddeford, May 2.—The coroner's jury- the Bishop sees an opening for his usefulEstey is the founder and head. Congratulatory messages were received from Senators
investigating the death of Dr. Frank A. Ver, ness.
New Yobk, May 2.—A Washington speWATERBURY
Voted, That Mr. Luce act as railroad Morrill and Edmunds, the Governor and exrill, which occurred rather mysteriously at
cial says Capt. Collins, of the United States
Governors of the State, and from other
for the coming year.
agent
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people in this country and Fish Commission, is quoted in an interview
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American fishermen all of her fishing privithe effect that he died from an overdose of
Another Racing Yacht Launched.'
After some other small items of business
leges, there would be none that our fishermorphine, administered by himself.
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competitive examination Congressman Bou- for the ensuing year :
yacht Thistle. Her length over all is 79 the deep seas.
telle will designate Albert B. Donworth of
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PORTLAND DISTRICT.
feet; her length at water line is 67 feet, her
breadth of beam 20 feet, and her depth eight
Presiding Elder, 1Γ. L.Jones, Woodford'a
Machias, for cadet at West Point.
sell
feet six inches.
Probably a Fatal Accident.
wlilch;I
Alfred—Walter Canham.
Loss of a Schooner.
and
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Hiram—Davidirratt.
Chicago, May 2.—While Mr. Thomas ArAT $2.23.
Berwick—Sylvester Hooper.
Rockland, May 2.—The fishing schooner
mour, the well known meat commission
Not a Secure Jail.
Biddeford—Theodore Gerrish.
merchant, and.his children, were driving on
Fleetwing of Green's Landing, with stone
Brcry bey run afford ■» bar* «ne.
Bowery Beach—Ruel H. Kimball.
RocnESTER, Ν. H., May 2.—George
Michigan avenue yesterday, his horse befrom Gaco and Small, in hauling
Cape Elizabeth Depot—Frauk W. Smith.
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ued at 83500; insured for $1000, and was
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aged 3 years, escaped with a terribly mangled
Gorham, School etreet—Charles Munger.
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Hollis Center—John Cobb.
face.
An Incendiary Fire.
Dover, Ν. H., May 2.—The annual meet
Kennebunk-C. F. Parsons.
ing of the corporation of the Dover
Kennebunk Depot—Seba F. Wetherbee.
& BarRockland, May 2.—Mountain Side Hall
Short In His Accounts.
A. Bragdon.
rington
railroad, held this
Kennebunkport—F.
Will nndjiut what they need—A FULL LINE
at North Union, recently erected, and which
the following directors : afternoon, elected
Kezar Falls-John CoUlns.
Boston,
May 2.—It is authorttively stated
John
Holland,
OF INSTALMENT GOODS sold only to
Kittery, 1st and 2d church—Francis Frovenor. Henry Law, Winfield S.
was to have been dedicated this
that Captain Isaac Houghton, who resigned
week, has
Arthur
the INSTALMENTTRADE. by addrcerfsj
G.
Bradley,
Maryland Ridge—Alva Cook.
Whittemore, Joshua Converse, Washington the command of Company C, 5th Regiment,
been totally destroyed by fire.
INSTALMENT UEALtlih CGFFLY CO., Erie, t»
The cause
Newfleld—W. F. Marshall.
Auderton, and J. Herbert Seavey, all of Do- M. V. M. a few days ago, is a defaulter to
eod3œ·
was incendiary.
Ogunquit—To be supplied.
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ver.
the extent of from #10,000 to $12,000 belongThey will organize next Monday.

INVESTMENT

ing to the firm of Scull and Bradley, Insuragents, by whom he was employed as
assistant book-keeper. He had resided in
Newtonville and it had always been believed
that he lived with his income, The method
by which he secured the money and avoided
detection is unknown. He was prominent
in militia circles in this section and was very
popular.
ance

G. A. B. Post gave a supper and entertainment at Odd Fellows' Hall Saturday even-

ng. There were upward of tiOO people in
ittendance. A cantata, "The Cadets' Picilc," was finely rendered by a class of small
toys. "Braiding the May Pole" was performed by the pupils of the High School.
Members of the Primary School gave a sec>nd exhibition of braiding the May
pole.
There were recitations by the girls, singing
ay the young lads and misses, an harmonica
10I0, comic solo by a sou and daughter of
Mr. James Sprowl; drill, by a
squad of
'adets under Master Leslie Bettes; song,
the
"Braiding
May Pole," by Miss Leigbton ;
:ableau, "The May Festival," by members
>f the school. Instrumental music was furilshed by the Young Ladles' Orchestra of
îacearappa, composed ot Miss Dunn, Miss
Mayhew and others. Mr. Will Ayer of
Cumberland Mills presided at the piano.
I'he programme was successfully carried out
inti afforded much pleasure to all present.
E. S. Bishop writes to a friend In Sacca■appa that he Is doing well In Boston. He
•ays that he Is now night local editor of the
L»..ni.U..
Λ train of twelve freight cars loaded with
line logs for the Portland Star Match Com-

pany paused through yesterday by the Portland χ Rochester road. This Is the fourth
train of logs since last fall The logs are In
lengths of about 13 feet and average 13 or 14
Inches In diameter. They are the beat of

pine.

BOWKHY BEACH.
; round was broken on
Wednesday last for
the foundation of the Cape life
saving station
but little progress has been made
owing to
the rainy weather. The crew of
<

workmen,

in number, is now all here, and the flrst
lot of material, a small cargo of lime
and
:ement has been landed by Capt
Doyle from
>.he sloop Ripple. The men are
ten

comfortably
luiirtered in Capt. B. J. Willard's little cot

the shore and another small
building be·
onging to Mr. Wm. Murray, wblch they use
[or lodgings.
The men subsist on the mess
Man, all having a share in the stock of provisions, sharing the expenses pro rata.
The
<chooner Emma has been chartered to
bring
ι cargo of lumber from
Bangor and Mr.
Wing, the contractor says she ought to arrive
ay the middle of this week.
Mr. Wing is a
.eterau soldier of the 1st Maine
Heavy Artilery und was severely wounded
several
.iiues. He Is a comrade of the
G. A. R., and
jelongs to 8. J. Oakes Post, No. 121, of Oldiown.
m

Rains, the government superintendent
if
construction, is a Mouth Carolinian by
lirth. but has lived in
Uainsville, Florida,
he most of his life.
He was station agent
η the
Southern railway service, durng the war, and he relates
many interesting
■plsodes of Ills experience with
the Yankee
"destruction corps."
The lightkeepers along the coast
engaged
In the extra duty of
painting their stations
met with 111 success last week
owing to the
Mr.

constant rain.

The farmers are rapidly getting their
rropsln. and a large area has already been
seeded with pease and early
potatoes.
D. W. Fessenden,
Esq., and family have
uioved from the city into their
cozy summer
quarters near the Ocean House.
M.
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fcWc do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are In all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee ot good (alth.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

STATE OF MAINE.
By the Covernor.
•A.

PROCLAMATION,

In conformity with an Act of the
Legislature,
approved March 10, A. D., 1887,1, Joseph K.
Bodweli. Governor of the State of Maine, do hereby appoint and set apart

Tuesday,

the Tenth Day of May,
—

AB

—

ARBOR DAY FOR THE YEAR 1887,
And I especially invoke public attention to the
great results which will grow from a small expenditure of time and labor devoted to the planting of trees, snrubs and vines; adorning the public and private grounds and ways, thereby conferring a beaeflt on the community, and adding
wealth and beauty to our homes and State, and
furnishing comfortable shade to succeeding generations.
I recommend to the officials and teachers of our
public schools, as well as to all citizens of the
State that the day be dovoted to such teachings,
practical Illustrations, tree-planting ana instructive ceremonies, as will tend to cultivate the
hearts, elevate the tastes and train the hands, as
well as educate the minds of their pupils and of
the people, and to so improve the time In such
other efforts and undertakings as shall be in harmony with the general character of a day so established.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this
eleventh day of April, In the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-seven,
and of the independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and eleventh.
JOSEPH E. BODWELL.
By the Governor :
(utAMAM)AL Smith, Secretary of State.

The prophecy that the inter-State commerce law is likely to be repealed within two
years is made by Professor Hadley, of Yale
college, a thorough student of railroad problems.
The lower branch of the Michigan Legislature have expelled one of their member·
for receiving money to purchase votes In the
Legislature and then retaining It. The case
seems to have been conclusively proven.
This man seems to have united the iniquities

ings the question was whether the bill should
be thrown out altogether. To throw the
bill out was ol course tantamount to dissolving the government, for the ministry could
not have stood up against au adverse vote
on the most
vital feature of its programme. That would have meant an appeal
to the country, that might result in a return of a majority in favor of Home rule,
which the Liberal followers of Hartington
hate more than they do the idea of reviving

will be received by the Conservatives it is
useless to speculate upon. It is pretty safe
to predict, however, that they will not Jeopardize the existence of the present cabinet
by asking any very radical change.

unscrupulous lobbyist and corrupt
His punishment was richly
legislator.

of an

The London Times says nothing will shake
faith in the truth of the charge against Mr.
Parnell but evidence that he cannot produce. That is undoubtedly true so far as

people who

anxious to believe the charge
are concerned.
Nothing short of the detection and conviction of the forger will ever
make them acknowledge that the letter was
not genuine. But unprejudiced people will
consider the inherent improbability of Parnell's writing a letter of that sort coupled
with his solemn denial sufficient evidence
that the document is a forgery.
A

are

correspondent of the Boston Transcript

makes in that paper an attempt to "demolish" the statements in the I'kkbk relating to

tiie Sinaloa swindle.

This attempt consists
chiefly in the unsupported statements that
Owen, the promoter of the scheme "loves

\

his fellow men with all his soul;" that the
story about living on "bean mush" is all a
fable, and that the Maine colonists came after Owen had warned them that there was
no room for them, and that "on
arriving and
intruding uninvited, they began to make war
upon Mr. Owen and the plan of the colony,
to such an extent as to d^clte the indignation
of the othfif-colonists, and by this and other
acts
incited so much indignation that they
ade a precipitate flight, going away secretly at two o'clock in the morning." Inasmuch as the "plan of the colony" seems to
be to afford a suitable place for taking the
money of newcomers at the muzzle of the
rifle, there is no doubt that the Maine people
made war on the "plan of
the
colony."
Moreover, the stories which our Maine folks
tell of Owen and the "bean mush" sound

highly probable.
competitive examination of candidates for appointment as midshipmen in the
Annapolis Naval Academy from the Seventh
New York Congressional District, which Is
made up of three Assembly districts of New
York city, held last week, there were twelve
competitors between the ages of fourteen
and eighteen years.
Not a single one of
them passed the physical examination.
Some had heart trouble, others malformaAt a

tion of the chest, and the rest were rejected
lor various other bodily defects.
In commenting on these facte the New York Post
recalls the reasoning of an eminent London
physician whose experience has led him declare that "the effect of town life is to produce

s
distinct retrogression to a small, darkt
er, precocious race or iet= potentialities than
Om static nonulation." In this
country since

the war, the notion has prevailed that the
small sized men who went from the offices
and the counters of the cities stood the stress
of campaign better than the larger and more
muscular men from the country. But in a
competitive physical examination it is nevertheless probable that the man who has had
the advantage of country air and exercise
will surpass the man who has been
brought
up in a great and crowded city.
The shooting of the Rev. Mr. Haddock of
Sioux City, Iowa, on account of his zeal in
the cause of prohibition, is paralleled
by an
affair in Haverhill, Ohio, in which a physician lost his life for his efforts to promote
social and moral reforms in the village. Previous to his coming to Haverhill, two brothers, McCoy by name, seem to have been its
political managers. One of them kept a rum
shop and the other was postmaster.
As
soon as the young physician,
Northrop by
name, settled in the town, he began to agitate for the suppression of the saloons, and
succeeded so well that McCoy was likely to
be driven out of business. McCoy was exasperated, and determined either to frighten
the doctor from continuing his crusade or
put him out of the way. So one day last
last week Pete McCoy fired upon Dr.
Northrup as he was passing in the street in
broad daylight, wounding him severely. As
he tried te escape, Alfred McCoy, the postmaster, stood in his way to drive him back so
that Pete, the ramseller, might get another
shot at him. Dr. Northrup struck at Alfred
with hie pocket knife, inflicting a dangerous
wound, and then Pete ran up, put his shotgun against Northrup's breast and fired,
killing him instantly. The crime was bolder than the Haddock
murder, and there is
less doubt of the identity of the guilty person. Indeed there is no doubt ?at
all, for the
deed was committed in broad daylight on a

public street. It is gratifying to know, also,
that McCoy has fewer excusers than did the
murderer of Haddock, and that public senti-

ment In Haverhill Is very strong against him.
The saloonists this year seem to be furnishing
abundant evidence of the truth of the proverb
that whom the gods wish to destroy they

first make ma«l. Such crimes as the murders
of Haddock and Northrup, and such vigorous resistance as the liquor manufacturers
and sellers of New York and Pennsylvania
are making to any regulation of their business, can only have the effect of rousing public sentiment on the question, and solidifying
the friends of temperance in a movement for
the suppression of the rum power that will
prove irresistible.

SAMPLES WORTHY OF

[Philadelphia Times.]
When the Irish submit patiently to unjust
treatment from the English, and when the
French calmly appeal to public opinion instead of allowing Germany to provoke them
to violence, it is time for the American work-

ingman

to forego arbitrary methods and
learn the lesson that everything comes to
him who, by dignified forbearance, contrasts
strongly with his opponents and waits for
the peoplo to vindicate hiui.
THE

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

]N.

Y.

Times.J

The effort to bring it [the liquor traffic]
under national jurisdiction by amending the
Constitution is not likely to receive much
support, for the reason that the question is
one that lies
very close to the people, and
can be much more effectively dealt with
through State and local action. The sentiment of the people and the conditions affecting the question vary so much in different
communities that the more completely the
legislation affecting it is localized the better
will be the practical results.
A CHANCE FOB A MIND READER.
[Ν. Y. Tribune.]
Wanted: A mind reader who can come
well recommended can hear of something to
his advantage by addressing the National
Democratic Committee at Washington. D. C.
The committee is anxious to know whether
or not Urover Cleveland lias made up his
mind to run for the Presidency next year,
and the reports that reach the members from
him are so conflicting that they are at a loss
what to think. The mind reader would be
expected to take Mr. Cleveland's hand and to
hold it till he acquired the necessary information. The right sort of a man will be paid
good wages, even if he discover simply that
Cleveland does not know his own mind. P. S.
—Mind Reader Lament need not apply.
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and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS in Sulton, Embossed Plushes, and Hair Cloths, and a full line
Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Rook Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors, &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
PATTERNS, RLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
PAINTED.
Spring Reds of every kind, Mattrasses, Hair, Soft Top,
Feathers, and a full line of Housekeeping Goods. Rear in mind,
these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom prices.
Call and examine our goods and prices before purchasing.

DEANE

&

COLLEY,

Exchange Street.

46
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dyspasia
*

IS THE

(ojl) '?-* (ei)
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury,
Prepired by

Ν. H.

and made up in our own shop by our best
workmen and under our own personal supervision,
so that
they are in all respects equal to custom
made clothing, andvwe offer them'at much lower
are cut

prices.

IN OUR MEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT
keep abreast of the times, and show the latest
styles and finest quality of goods to be obtained in
we

the New York market.
Shirts Made to measure at Prices from $18.00 to
$42.00 per dozen.

The Lowest Price

NEVER FAI L' Τ Ο CURE

ap9

Building,

Gutters.
for Buildings·

Large Box,

BO cents·
Trial Size, 2B cte.
A

CEO.

KillerS
eodl3t2dor4thpnrm

Spring JSoods!
It is

fact that cannot be gainsayed
that we hare the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Sprint: Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Hair Lines, Plaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Onr goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and onr prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every one to come in and see them.
a

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511

marSl

Congress

St.

eodtf

RUEAKFAKT.

"By a thorough knowledge ol the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a caretul application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Kpps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It Is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are noating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."—CivilService Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus :
JAMES EPFS A

CO.

Bomcropathic Chemi·'" London, Eng.
8&Tu&wly
jelU

Hence the

success

of 8. S. SLEEPER Λ CO.'S

N.&S.
THE FAVORITE TEN

SONG CLASSICS FOR LOW

SONC CLASSICS
(ONE DOLLAR.)
For voices of average compass.
from the beet sources.

PALMER,

All selected

PIANO CLASSICS.
(ONE DOLLAR.)
An admirable collection of pieces in the best
taste, by some of the best living composers.

Young Peoples Classics.
Easy pieces that will please all, young

or

old.

($1 TAPER; $1.25 IÏD8.)
A grand good new book, wlllch will be received
with open arms In every household. About 120
songs with piano organ accompaniment. Each
are

OLIVER DITSON Λ CO., Boston.
aprl9
T.Th&S&w

cigar on
the market. THY ONE.
satisfactory

and

offering them

are

purchased Cargo Molasses, Ex
Brig "Venice," from Bardados, W. I.

We have

551 Rhds., 20 Tierces, 17 Barrels
—

ΓΟΗ SALE BY

—

CHASfPLMI & CO.
TWIKHELL,
apr30
dlw

Designs,

Boquets, Bedding Plants, &c.,

GOPELAND

&

BRACKETT'S,

FLORISTS,
388 Congress Street, opp.
ap5

City Hall, Portland, Me.
dtf

TRENT TILES
And Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

Portland Cement

Men and

lebl'J

Pipe

work

own

our

$77.50

shops

«4 Flam St., Portland,
riftni

OJf

—

K*riia(t.

The Fair will be formally opened on Wednesday,
at 3 o'clock, wltb appropriate exercises. A large
assortment of Useful and Fancy Articles will be ou
sale. First-class Entertainments each evening. Hot
Suppers from β to 7 o'clock both evenings. Fruits,
Confectionery, Ice Cream and other Eefrcihunls
ο· sale afternoons and evenings. Admission, Afternoons Free ; Evenings 10 and 15 cents. Come and

ap30STu&W

see us.

PORTLAND^THEATRE
*IUI1TM,

TWO

Wednesday and Thnmdayjay 4 and 5.
B. F. HORNINC'S CO.

1»h«-

Hoodman Blind!
F.

HORNING.

With Magnificent Scenery. Mechanical Effect·
and a Superb New York Company.
R. Waterman, Manager.
C. Μ. Τ li s Kit, Bus. Manager.
Seats 75, BO and 36 cents. Bale of seats commences Monday, May 2.
A.

ap29

(ltd

FAIR
The

AND

ENTERTAINMENT.

Ladies

of (he New Church

will hold

a

Fair at

SEW HOME SEÏÏIM MACHINES.

Young
price

4
5
6
7

for
for
for
for

35.00;
37.00 ;

$40.00.
45.00.
50.00.
55.00.

60.00.
70.00.

A glance at the above ought to be sufficient, only don't forget If you want
trade these goods will sell awful quick. So come early.

a

good

CHAIRS.

We have just added a full line of Hollstgege A Bauman's BARBER CHAIRS,
best goods in the market and we have marked the prices low.

BABY CARRIAGES.

tt

AdtrMf· and Kvcoing.

Afternoon admission, free.

In the evening the
'•COJIIMU wems" will be presented by
the Amateurs who performed the "Shakespeare
Water Cure" last winter.
Tickets, 25 cts. ; Reserved seats 36 cts. For sal·
at Stockbrldge's, Monday, May a.
iny2d5tai

Base

Ball.

League

Opening

LYNNS

vs.

Uanie.

PORTLANDS,

Friday aad Salurdiiv. May β aad 7·
.Kay ttih aad lOih.

CO JUNO—Haverhill·,

Qame called at 3 o'clock. Admission 25 cents.
Hubert F. Homers & Co. will give a Silk Hat to
player of the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds In a league gain?,
det
my 2

any

Hundreds to select from.
Every conceivable style marked down low
Cash, or 1-4 down balance by the week or month.

Hatter

Mining

Creek,

Amador

Cal.

County,

THK IIHI TOK I.OI D
( OH·
PAN V has been organized with a Capital of ;ioo
I MM» tiares of the oar value of
each, and owns
the well known Mahonev and the Hubbard and McAdams Mines, situated on the great mother lode
of California, in Amador County, on which are lo-

cated the following well kaown dividend paying
mines

—

Plymouth, Keystone. South Spring Hill,

Zelle, and others—all In Amador County.
The Mahouey Mine has produced over··'!.OOO,OOO In gold, and Is well developed and equipped.
The Property la developed b» a three compartment well timbered shaft, 1 .«AO feet deep on the
vein with levels and tuenels-m all over J.OOO
feet of underground work, showing an abundance
It is completely equipped with a lit Stamp Hill,
built by the Union Iron Works of Man Francisco,
and with hoisting works, pumps, trams, ore houses,
blacksmith shop, tools and all necessary buildings,
and 1· run
v/ater power.
Forty-stamp Kill, crushing Mo tons of ore
per clay, at a low average ol *β per ton
tl'iN
Bxpenses for mining ana milling at 93 per
«on

too

Ν et profit perday

s. loo

For tIN days—one month—net earnings 91 o.oso
Or yearly net revenue
<«n»jhhi
Mr. G. W. Horn, the superintendent of the Comhas
full
of
the
charge
mining and nullum, and
pany
is one of the ablest managers in California.
The farmer»' Loan and Trutt Company ol Xew
York are ItevMrarn of the stock, and .Venrs. Laidlaw Λ Co., Λο. 14 H'alL Street, nre lYwuftr l'/t'Uë.
We have secured the privilege of offering for

subscription

Hector Gold Mining Go.'s Stock.

'JO.OOO Nfcare· «I «Ι.ΟΟ I·, «hur,
41,000 Ulurfa at tl M prr Shan.
This distribution of stock, preparatory of Its be
Ing listed on the Stock Hoard, Is made to live It
greater activity and a broader market when It
goes on the Board.
The balance of the stock is held in a pool.
The property Is In good hands and is running sue
cessfufly. We believe this to be one of the best opportunities to make money. In a genuine mining
enterprise that has been presented.
All applications for stock must be sent to the un
derslgued, and will take preference In tbe order lu
whlon received.
Hespectfully,

MACFARLANE Λ JENKINS,
Baxxsbs and Bbokkrh,
aplOeod&wlni

The

11 Hrouriwii,

W.

New York.

a.

s.

The latest Improvement In

for our

big rale.

only

CORSETS !

ICE CHESTS AM ««AM,

$10.00 EACH.
of a

large

THE CELEBRATED NEW PERFECTION. .Don't buv a pine box.
built ou scientific principles.
Prices $9, $11,

Come and see a Refrigerator
$13, and upwards.

STRAW MATTINGS
for EVERYBODY.

Sideboards

large lot BOYS' LONG PANT SUITS, with
VESTS, in four different styles, for Boys II to 17
years of age, at only $3.50 per suit. These are remarkably low prices for the quality and style of
goods, and are sure of a rapid sale.
Fine grade BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS, all Wool,
sizes 4 to 16 years, at prices ranging from $5.00 to
$8.00 and $10 each. The largest variety and best
offered.

STAR SHIRT WAISTS.

$25

to

$187. Dining

Chairs

$2

each to $25 each.

HALL FURNITURE.
Hat Trees

$7

to $60.

Chairs, Tables, &c„ all prices and kinds.

Shades and

make.

One

Prices from 12 cents to 75 cents per yard.

DIMM ROOM FURNITURE.

Union Cassimere Suits, made to sell for double the
money we ask for them, but as an advertisement
propose to close them out immediately.
One large lot of BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS in
three styles, both Plain and Plaited Jackets, in
sizes for Boys 4 to II years, at only $2.00, $2.50 and
$3.00 per suit, very desirable colors and our own

we have ever

29.00 ;
3 1.00 ;

BARBERS'

Genuine Blue "Middlesex" Flannel Suits

bargains

regular price
regular price
regular price
regular price
regular price
regular price

Too many in stock. We must make room for other roods that it is necessary to
show at this time of year. So look out for a bit; CUT Γη PRICES.

of

to-day

I for $22.00 ;
3 for 27.00 ;

EASY CHAIRS AND LOUNGES.

Men

THE

ALSO

We have some twenty or so in stock and will sell them at half price to close out
have not room to handle them now.
31AKK WHAT WE SAY: As long as
this lot laats we shall sell—
as we

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Friday, May

l.acalira ·( Nlata aad .Hill*

an

prices which for quality of

at the low

Drapery,

to satisfy the MILLION. Shades 35 cent tos $2.50.
Nottingham, Swiss, Madras*, Irish Point and Bsusseis from tt5 cents per pair up to $105. Poles from
30 cents each britss trimmed to elegant old sliver for $10 each. Positively the
largest line In New England.
Designs furnished by oui special designer in
Boston for ANY PRICE DRAPERY.

KITCHEN RANGES.
Prices

$15

to

$100. Our lines of these goods cannot be excelled In this conn1*4 down, balance by the Week or month.
SFECIAL PRICES

try.

Cash,

TEA

SETS, 56 PIECES, THIS WEEK JÎ.25.

or

for this Sale.

PRICE «Ι ΟΟ.

RINES BROTHERS,
SOLE A8ENTS FOR PORTLAND.

nova

eodOm

DECKER
BROTHERS^ β

*

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.

DINNER SETS FROM Ï1M TO $125

Please

call and hear the matchless tones of the··
beautiful Instruments.

We carry In stock over IOOO of these celebrated per set. Cash, or 1-4 down, balance
by week or month. And all jroods speciWaists continually, and are showing all the NEW fied above, with the exception of Parlor Suits named, will be sold for Cash, or TE30H3VI003V.
1-4 of the amount down aud the balance by the week or month, at
STYLES at only 50, 75 cents and $I.OO in sizes for
STOOLS AM
Boys 4 to 14 years.

COVERS,

»

CORNER OF PEARL «NO MIDDLE STS.,

Boston&Poftland Clothing Co.,!
255 Middle

Street, Portland, He.

ΛΛΛ O. W-A-nE.

-

-

my2

Manaeer.
1
—

ALL THE

movÊLTIES

pressed

οϊ the season in the Shoe Une can

Priees

and Stone Co.,

the

Coogress St., Corner of India,

Company,

A Few Dooi'n Below Ilie 1'ost Office,

Bridal

on

The Hector Gold

former price $110.
No. 83—i» a Loug Knap Mohair Plash Suit, 7 pieces, consisting of Sofa, Cents'
Chair and two Parlor Chairs in Crimson, Corner Chair in Hlue, and Rocker and
Fancy Chair in Olive. This Suit is all trimmed with Silk Plush, is handsome and
durable. Price in this sale $78, former price $127. This is the biggest trade we
ever had in a Parlor Suit of genuine merit and is the last lot of bargains we shall
offer at this sale.
Please take into consideration that all these Suits, with the exception of the
flrst, have Spring Edges, aud are all Doubled Stuffed, and the Top Stuffing Curled
Horsehair, and you will realize whether we are quoting bargains or not. The
facts are we cannot duplicate these Suits and have decided to slaughter them—the
All the other regular
only difference is we shall oulv sell them for SPOT CASH.
goods we will be pleased to sell for a quarter down and balance by week or month
if required.

materials, make, &c., we are confident cannot be
approached, nor can they be equalled for satisfactory service. These goods include Cassimeres,
Cheviots, Tweeds, Scotch Mixtures, Whipcords,
&c., are superior fitting garments in very desirable
colors, and in all regular sizes for

NOTICE.
Cot Flowers, Fnneral

at

In this department we have been awarded tae highest encomiums because we try
to keep abreast the times, aud we have yet to hear of a lady or gentleman who
have been disappointed in the stock we display injthls line. But we have got a few
We don't mean CBEAP
PATTERNS that we shall CLOSE OUT at this SALE.
GOODS, but the very BEST GOODS on the market—that Is the best made goods—
and shall offer them as follows:
No. 200—Price $57.50, former price $70; this Is a 7 niece suit, and consists of a
Sofa, Gents' Chair and two Small Chairs in Crimson Mohair Plush, Rocker In Blue,
Corner Chair Old Gold, and a Fancy Chair in Silk Plush.
No. 104—lea « piece Brocatelle Suit made by one of the best New York manufacturers; we shall close them out at $05, former price $90.
No. 00—is a Silk Plush Snlt of β pieces, consisting of a Stuff Over Sofa. Gents'
Chair and one Parlor Chair in Crimson, Corner Chair in Blue, Rocker In Olive, and
Window Chair Indirn Red. This Snlt we shall sell for

eod2w

STRICTLY OWE PRICE.

Wanted, the public to know where they will get
the lull value of their money in
$7.90 Per Hundred.

CO.,

SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS

THE GOOD CLO SONGS WE USED TO SING.

MAILED FOR RETAIL 1'BICE.

Button for Ladies'

541 CONCRKHN STBBIT.

VOICES.

(ONE DOLLAR.)
About 60 Gems of Song by the best modern
composers; Kubeustein, Lassen, Grieg; Gounod
and others. A true treasure for Alto, Baritone
and Bass Voices.

fair.

members of the MunUny Kick··! of

B.

While they last we have made a cut in Sanford's Wilton Back Tapestries to 85
cents; these goods are sold all over the Boston market at $1.10 per yard.
1 lot of Box bury Tapestries we shall close out at 75 cents per yard.
1 lot of Lowell Body Brussels at $1.12 per yard.
1 lot of Bigelow Body Brussels at $1.12 per yard.
1 lot of 3-Ply All Wool Carpets at 80 cents per yard.
1 lot Full Extra Supers at Î2 1-2 cents per yard.
Now don't stay away and expect these goods to last a week, because at these
prices we expect to sell 2000 yards per day; so come early and secure a bargain.
Always please Κ Κ Μ Κ M Η F It we have never In one single instance DECEIVED the
PUBLIC through our ADVERTISEMENTS, and shall not commence now when complete satisfaction has been rendered us by our patrons In this State.

•

FOR ALL THE YEAR ROUND,

E.,

C.

Presented by the Talented Young Actor,

MIDDLE STREETS.

stock of

enormous

CO.,

Is found in such books as the following which when
kept at hand, furnish unfailing entertainment
for the player or singer.

JORDAN,

"Dangers to Health and Domestic Sanitary
Defects in Portland, Illustrated by Htereoutlcuu
Views and Practical Examples, Wednesday
Krrning, 1«l4 MS a'clack m Kilinl
flialarr Its··», Kim "·« Admlsslou 25c Tickets may be Obtained at Stocktaking's
myïd.'lr

Wilson Barrett and Henry A. Jones' Beautiful

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

BOYS AND CHILDREN'S

BOSTON.

distinguished success. Many
present generation.

"WAUKENPHAST" MOLASSES!
ap25t(

We have manufactured in

for Illustrated Circular,

GOOD MUSIC

NEW BARBADOS

M. C.

Shingles.

Send

one lias beeu a
new to the

M

The
CENT
CItiAK.
most popular, the best
selling, and the most

IOc. Each.

E. C.
on

CircaleM Mcraie aad Dritmntic Huccr»* of
Mr····.

Gut Prices for This Opening Sale !

Dwellings.

(ONE DOLLAR.)

"SUCCESS IS BORN OF MERIT,"

SHAW &

We make SPECIAL MENTION
lot of

d6m

and

wear are the
most popular street boots of the
season. For sale by

C.

FOR PRESENT USE.

Sheet Metal Work

nov25

"WAUKENPHAST"
B(ilmorals|for Gentlemen's wear,

Stores and

pound oC pood Laundry Soap.

585 AND 587 CONGRESS, AND 235
apr26

eodtf

F. VAN NOORDEN &

EPPS'S COCOA.

a

Leathc &. Gore's Family Soap lias been one of the leading brands iu
this market for the lust 30 years, the superior quality of whteh needs
no recommendation from us, as it has probably been used by nearly
every housekeeper in this city.
Having purchased an entire boiling,
consisting of over 15,000 pounds, we intend to close out the same during the next two weeks, euding May 7lh, at the above low price.

Street.

383 Harrison Avenuo
«BATR rVL-CODIFOKTING

made for

4 CENTS PER POUND.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and

Sent by mall to any part of the IT. β-

jan2Q

Congress

Metal

οή receipt of price, by Doollttle Λ
Smith, 24 and 96 Tremont St., Boiton.

■ m

470

*

PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT.

JONES,

And VENTILATORS, for

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ever

in all sizes at

METAL SKYLIGHTS
MHIs,

ηηιιαίΜττηΗ

LECTURE

After····· »■<

our bite offer for this sale will be No. 868, Mâple Flallhed,
Dark, Klcli, Mahogany, l'lano Polish Finish; these sets are full ten pieces,
bevelled mirrors, and are the handsomest (foods in the market for the money, ne
bave 8H sets in stock and shall offer them until further notice for $44 per set,
don't fail to examine this set; it is a decided bargain. No. H20, Antique Ash, I iano
Polish Finish, is another set we want you to look particularly at; It Is a perfect
Please-reuiember these numbeauty and our mark down price on It will be $45.
bers and call for them if you want a Chamber Set at a decided bargain.
Then we
have Ash Sets at $17,
Cherry Sets at $40. with best Italian Marble Tops, also
lilack Walnut Marble Top Sets, full ten pieces complete, at $40, and from that ail

eodtf

$10.00 PER SUIT.

show a greater variety and finer quality of Foreign
and American Woolens and Worsteds than ever before, to which we invite the inspection of all in want
of good goods at fair prices.

SICK HEADACHE I
BJCAKTBUBKt
ACID 8TOMACH I
DYSPEPSIA !

Tickets 25, 35 and 6<> cents., for sale at Stockbridge's admission tickets 26 cents., lor sale also
at Chandler's Music Store.
apraudtd

COOD TEMPLARS' HAUL,

we

HASKELL &

CHAMBER SETS

ME.

For
LEATHE & GORE'S FAMILY SOAP
4 Cents Pér Pound.

II OUR TAILORING DEPARTMENT

Lancaster

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

our

we feel

CLAPP'S BLOCK, and

Paul Llstemann, Violin; Edward von F.tt·.
Viola; Arthur Pooh', Violin; Alexander
Hclndl, Olio; J. L. Joyce, Marl·
tone Soloist; Ml»*. T. von Ett·.
Piano Soloist. asai.itud by Mit».
Belle Bartlett ot Portland,
Soprano Hololst; Mr.
J. L. J. P. Ezerman,
Pianist.

—

the way up to $375. Everybody in want of a Chamber Set and anxious to save
dollar cannot afford to buy until they have seen our styles and got our

SOAP
House Cleaning!

SPRING and SUMMER

or to

ST.,

—

WEDNESDAY ANO THURSDAY. MAY 4th AND Stti,

Don't take our word, if we have ever deceived you, but come and see that everything is just as we tell you; we are wore than stocked, as you can see when yon
call, and we are determined to reduce by lowering the price almost to cost to make.

and

WHITEFJELD,

MIDDLE

208

Furnislier,

FALMOUTH

UNDER

BY THE

BOSTON CONCERT COMPANY,

Vestry,

from $15 to $700; but

BARGAINS.

CREAT

marf>

—

will hold a Fair In tbelr

FÀRRINBTON,

FRED R.

4thf

.tin y

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

At

«

Evening,

GRAND CONCERT

The

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS

lit'

ap20

46

Underwear.

City Hall.
Wt'diK'vlii)

all the latest styles of

New Store !
HASKELL & JONES.
call special attention
large stock of fine
New Goods ! We
Spring Overcoats
Suits, which for material,
confident
style and workmanship
superibefore offered in this market.
any
SIGI GOLD BOOT. These garments
finest imported fabrics

Spring Styles !

—

GRANDEST DISPLAY OF

LARGE AMD ELEGANT LIME OF

Spring and SumPARASOLS, SUN
CARRIAOE
and

our

BROWN.

461 CONGRESS ST.

AND

-ajntid

IMITATION.

Coercion in Committee.

The Irish coercion bill has passed Its second reading and is now in committee.
Against defeating the measure in toto the
government commanded a majority ef one
hundred. The vote in favor of the measure
came from the Conservatives and from the
followers of Lord Hartlngton and Joseph
Chamberlain, who are Liberals on all questions except those pertaining to the government of Ireland. They are all
opponents of
Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule scheme ;
and
not only of this one, but of every one
which proposes to grant any considerable
amount of independence to Ireland. Yet
while they are all opposed ito home rule,
they are not, or were not when elected, in
favor of the revival of ceerclon. The government, however, has succeeded in placing
them In a dilemma where they must choose
between bome rule as interpreted by Mr.
Gladstone, or coercion as formulated by
Lord Salisbury, unies» they themselves can
find some middle ground which the Tories
will accept and stand upon with them. Undoubtedly they will attempt to find such
ground while In committee. The bill has
now reached the stage when amendments
are In order, On the first and second read-

SPRING
OVERCOATS
Ε. Β. & Β.
I
SPECIAL
OFFERING
SPRING SUITS!
ParasolOpenine ! For Men, Youths, Rons and Children. Commencing May 2d,

We liave leased the large and spacious store, and have bought for
cash in dead of Winter, and put in an entire new stock of

CURRENT COMMENT.

deserved.

AiivMitnemTR.

1887-SPRING OPENING-1887
—

to want to step down and out.
But now that the bill is in committee the

character that to adopt them would practically kill the bill and lead to the resignation
of the government.
What changes they
will ask for, if any, or how these requests

rCBNITCBB.

NOW OPENINC.

coercion. Moreover if this result did not
follow. It is probable that many of the present members would lose their seats, and they
have not yet been long enough in the House

Liberal-Unionists çan propose modifications
that will make it less objectionable to them.
Indeed if they can command sufficient support they can recast the measure entirely,
though tf in doing so, in the government's
opinion, they destroyed its efficacy the same
result would follow as if the bill had been rejected at the first or second reading. It remains to be seen whethor they will attempt
any modifications, and if they do whethft
they will succeed. It is well understood that
some of the Liberal-Unionists were committed against coeroion when they were nominated and elected. They have disregarded
their pledges by supporting the bill in the
House already, to be sure, but under circumstances that furnished some palliation of
their conduct. In the committee they will to
some extent have an opportunity to retrieve
themselves, or at least show the country that
they support coercion simply as a choice of
It is alevils between that and Home rule.
together probable that some of them will
avail themselves of the opportunity and attempt to ameliorate the provisions of the
To succeed of «ourse
government's bill.
they must get assistance from the ToriesThey can expect none from the GladstonianLiberals and Nationalists, unless the modi
fications they propose are of such a radical

HlHOBLLiKKOlR,

ΜΙΝΓΚΙ.Ι.ΛΝΚΟΓΜ.

■

ap26tf

51t

Goods delivered in aajr
part of Portland or
Woodlords tree ol charge.

MERS.'
Al··"™

DAI

■

CONOBEW «TBEET.

straw

POULTRY SUPPLIES.

be found at

MP
ll·

hay and

|

C. Β. DALTON A CO.,
>j7 Prrblc St., rorlleml M«·
apr*3

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Blotk, Portland.

o«l*

dt>

BUSY AS BEES!

0. I. ATKINSON & CO,
House Furnishers.

ALSO 827 WASHIiGTOH STREET,

THE NEW ENGLAND DYE HDUSE
Has Removed tu New tjuarter*.
New Dye Work* hate been erected on
Ocean Street, Deertng, with the me»*,
Modern Improvement* for alt kind* of

GARMENT OYEING ANO CLEANSING.
Goodt Called For und Delivered.

ROSTOS, MASS.

JSAAC G. ATKINSON, Manager,

Please leave your orders at the

office, no. 551 mam street,
PORTLMD, ηκ.
epl»

T.

C.

HOOPER.

dim

THE

New York Stock and Money Market.
TBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May 2. 1887.—Money oil call
has been easy, ranging from 4 to 8: last loan 5,
closing offered at 4. Prime mercantile paper at

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 3.

6M6% per cent.
Sterling Exchange active and
weak. Government» are dull and heavy. Hallroad
bonds quiet and steady to llrm. The stock market
closed ueavy at or near lowest figures of the day.
Ine transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggre,
zated 186.300 shares.
xue «mowing are to-day's quotations ot Govern
ment securities :
100
United States bonds, 3s
129
New 4s, reg
120
New 4s, coup
Niw4%s, reg
108%
110
New 4%s, coup
Central Pacificists
117
............. 117%
Denver A K. Gr.,lsts
Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols
106
no
Oregon Nav. lets
Onion l'aciflc 1st
116%
CO Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following quotations of stocks are received
dally by H. N. l'iukhani, 0 Exchange street, Portland, Me. :

WIT AND WISDOM.

Bagley—Golug to Newport this

summer?

DeBaggs—H'ui—well, 1 duiino, Maria Inclines
t· Cape May. Tom wants to take In the Yellow
stone, Hortense thinks there Is nothing like Saratoga and Mrs. DeBaggs has a hankering after
Europe.
•'And where do you want to go?"
"Me? Oh. I'll taike my out int on
riding te tae office ever day. Just
last summer Just the same.

the street cars
the same as

Physicians say so.—"oigestylln" Is,
without doubt, the best remedy yet discovered for
Dyspepsia and Indigestion. It will positively
cure the worst forms. It is palatable and harmless. Don't fall te give it a trial. Sold by all Druggists,or Wm. F. Kidder & Co., Chemists, 83 St.
John st., Ν. Y. $1.00 per bottle.

..

Openw111 ^oln
tr<Kl"^dïoito^8te1àra;Mr·
ysni,auk'the
Bachelors' Sub

Omaha Bachelor—That man ! Why. he's

was

In

the matter

s

svrr
so"'«thlng
M

wlth^hin'/'

Open- Closlug
lng
sales, sales.

sales,
May 2.
April 30.
Ν. Y. Central
lis
113
Lake Shore
95%
95%
95%
95%
Erie
34
348'„
3334
3414
Canada Southern.. 61%
60%
60%
61%
Northwest
121
121
121% 181%
St. Paul
fiV*
»i%
«1%
91%
Omaha
52
52
61%
52%
Union Pacific
61
62
61%
|62%
Central Pacific
Western Union
76% 75%
76%
76%
34
33%
34%
84%
Oregon Trans
Delaware, L. & W 137% 137% 137% 137%
104
104%
Delaware & H
104% 104»'»
80%
t80%
80%
81%
JerseylCeutral
45%
4 5%
40%
Beading
45J4
81%
31%
Hocking Valley30
29
29%
Northern Pacific... 30
62
North. Pacific.prf.. 62
Pacific Mail
'56% 66%
108%
108% 109
Missouri Pacific —109
32
31%
32%
Kansas & Texas... 32%
67%
67%
68%
Lousisviile &|N.... 68%
57%
68%
55%
New England.
|68%
39%
39V*
38V»
Richmond & W. P.. 39%
86%
86%
86%
86%
Con. Gas Co
66%
65%
|66%
Oil
;68
ol%
61%
61%
Norf. & W. pref... 61%
Stocks by Associated Press :
E. Tenn, new
13Ve
KastTenn, 1st,Orel
73%
Alton & Terre Haute
33%
72
do pref
99
Boston AlriLlne, pref
48
Bullngton & Cedar Rapids
Canton
206%
Metropolitan El
18
Mobiles Ohio
139%
Morris;a Essex
Oregon Nav
101%
128
Weils. Fargo Express
142
Adams Express
114
American Express
7%
Chesapeaice &:Ohio
18 a
Minn·;® sr. Louis

our

uew

m^cond

Ing

ing
sales.

>»-

1

Clos-

"

To

Dislodge the Enemy.
When It takes the form of disease of the kidneys
or bladder, Is a task well nigh Impossible of accomplishment. Renal and vesical maladies are
more obstinate than any others.
Counteract,
therefore, the earliest indications of Inactivity of
the many organs with Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, which possesses, among other excellent
qualities, those of au efficient diuretic. The degree of stimulation apparent from Its use reaches,
but never goes beyond the bounds of safety. It
Invigorates always, never Irritates. Brlght's disease, diabetes, catarrh of the bladder, are diseases successfully combatted in their lucipleuey
with this benign medicinal stimulant and tonic.
Besides reinforcing and regulatlug the kidneys
and bladder, the Bitters is a specific for fever and
ague, constipation and dyspepsia.

—

Ueorge Augustus Sala, when In this couutry,

said:
"1 object to two things in America, the pie and
the hotel child. Not until tlie child is made Into
pi· will 1 tolerate either."
Carter's Little Liver Pills will positively cure
sick headache and prevent its return. This is not
talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be had of all
Druggists. See advertisement.

ao

pref

;43

New Vork, Chicago & St. ILouis

19%
33%

dojpref

First Citizen—I understand, sir, that you called
beggarly thief.
Second Citizen—I am not aware that I used an

Ohio Central

me a

adjective.
First Citizen—Very well, then, let's
Honilo

Ont. & Westera

shake

Now York

NEW YOKK, Mav|2.| 1887.—The following.are
stocks to-ilay :
48
Colorado Coal
16
Romest&ke

Quicksilver
dolpreferred

week ago.

The Interior demand and the call for
staple goods at New Orleans, St. Louis and Chi
is
marked.
At San Francisco prices tend
cago
upward on liberal transactions. The distribution
of merchandise from Boston has been disturbed
because Jof Inability of railways to announce
freight rates, so that cost of delivery of goods
may be determined. Interviews with over 1500
leading shippers at 34 cities indicate that a like
delay in framing as well as In maklug down rates
has had much to do with the late disturbance of
trade. It Is also learned that railways have been
and arc making new, and, as stated, more equitable rates than were first announced, which goes
to relieve the situation.
The industrial situation Is no more promising
than last week. Over 90,000 coal miners are to
demand an advance, "as well as 30,000 iron and
steel workers, with strikes as alternatives.
The total bank clearings from thirty-ieveu cities
for six days ended with yesterday aggroeated
$805,783.803. against (1,058,588,118 last week,
and as compared with $781,604,065 in the fourth
week of April, 1886. This shows a decline during the week of $62,775,000, or 6 per cent., but
the week's total Is 28 per cent In excess of the
record a year ago. The cheek to trade caused by
the new rail rates of late Is now reflected in part
In the bank clearing».

·_
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flour exports,

J uly 1 last to date, cover the exportable surplus of last crop, and tliat present
rateol exports, with borne consumption, would, if
continued to July 1 next, wipe out the reserves
carried over last summer, if they were correctly
estimated. The "drop" in wheat is due chiefly to
the cliques selling May and buying the deferred
deliveries. It «is conceded that arrangements
with the carriers have been perfected to bold the
cereal through May and possibly June, so no
sensational ^developments are looked for next
week. I
There is little new in iron or steel, as a rule
prices are verv Arm, with makers busy. More
Iron is going forward at the west.
Copper lias dropped on sales of about 26,000,000 pounds abroad, several months' supplies.
Cutmet & Hecla dropped 6 points to 210.
The
outleok is tor another struggle between the Lake
and Motana copper kings for supremacy.
The reports of failures to Bradstreet's are as
follows:
This Last.
The week ia
week. week. 1886.1885.1884.1883
In United States, 168 157 172 198 164 186
In Canada,
20:1 23
21
17
27
39
January 1 to April 29.
1887. 1886. 1885. 1884. 1883
In U.S.,
3,807 3,986 4,846 4,126 3,821
In Canada,
465
470
669
627
551

imports.
roiNT-a-PITKE. Bark Megantlcook—428 tons
ice 18 bbls oats 10 do crackers 6 Obis apples 2
do beans 370 lhs butter 165 do cheese 37 spars
90 bbls flsli 2382 shocks and heads 60 bdls shingles.
WESTPORT.NS. Sclir J W Itaymoud-186 qtls
pollock 16 cds wood 200 lbs junk to master.
Raliroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 2,1887.
Keeelvtu by Maine Central Railroad—t- or Fort
and 14cars miscellaneous merchandise; for|oou
necting roads 33 cars miscellaneous merchantise.
Grain Quotations.
Received
jirirate ttlra. loH « w»kliarn, broker. 9 lïxchauKe street. Portland. Me:
Γ.ητΓ.λοη

roart> ok

trade.

1

Standard
Santiago
Security

6Vi
8%

Eureka

Domestic Markets.
I By Telegraph.]
NKW YOKK. May 2. 1887.-l'lour niarketreceipis 18,476 pkgs; exports 6393 bbls and 12,·
066 sacks ;lflrm ; sales 13,800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30@3 CO; superfine
Western and State 2 70®3 35 ; «common to good
extra Western and State at 3 20&3 65 ; good to
choice do at 3 70S5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60@4 80 ; fancy do ;at
at 4 85(S6 10; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
03 ; common to chuice.extra St Louis at 3 20S
10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 6o%4 75 ; choice to double extra do at 4 80S
6 06. lucludi.;« 1,200 bbls icity mill extra 4 60
@4 76 ; 800 bbls fine do at 2 3(>a3 06 ; 750 bbls
superflue at 2 70®3 30; 800 bbls extra No 2 at
3 20S3 66 ; 4800 bbls winter wheat extra 3 20"a;
6 10 i 4700 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 20®5 06.

fO

I

Southern

fiour^steady;

good

to^^^do^400^

172,'000 bush J No 3 Ked 92%c ;No 2* 'lied at iHVt
store, 94»4c elev; extra lied at 96%c ; No 1 lied
97^c; No 1 White at 95\4c elev, 96%c deiv.
Kye is dull. Hurler quiet. Corn is dull; receipts 3300 bush ; exports 20,000 bush ; sales 68..
000 bu; steamer 48M48>Ac elev; No 2 at 481/»®
48V4C In elev; No 2 White 4 a Vic elev. Oais are
bush ;
higher; receipts 27,000 bush; exports
sales 94,000 bu : No 3 at 33s eC : do White 38 Vj c ;
No 2 at 34% c ; White do 39c; Nol White 39Va ;
Mixed Western at 35@37c; do White at 38®42c ;
White State at 39c. Coffee fair—ltio dull IC'-ic.
The 'Sueur market is dull—refined is quiet;
(J at 4%@4Vic ; Extra C 4%@4%c; White Extra
(îat 4%@6c; Yellow at4W«4%c: off A at 6Vi ;
Mould A at 5% c ; standard A at 6 Mi @5 13-16c;
granulated 6 11-16®6%c; Confectioners A 6 9-16
®5%c;cut loaf and crushed 6 l-16ig6Vfe; dowaered at 5%@5 16-16c;,Cubes at 6%c.
Petroleum—united »t 66c. Tallow is steady. I'olk
quiet but steadv; mess quoted;at 16 00®15 26 for
old and 16 50^17 OO for new. Beef dull. f.ard
Is lower ; Western steam spot 7 27 Vt ; refined for
Continent 7 60; S A 7 90. Hulicr firm. C'hce»»
quiet.
FreiehtM—market dull.
CHICAGO. May 2, 1887.—The Flour market Is
steady : Winter patents at 4 25@4 60 : Southern
Winter 3 76@4 00;|Michlgan and Wisconsin winter 3 60444 O'J; choice to faney Minnesota patent
at 4 25S4 60; soft Wheat patents at 4 0C>a4 25;
Minn, bakers in sacks at 3 Οθΐα3 25.
Wheat—
large Business ; ko spring si»/ac ;Bo2 ilea 8i»/a.
Coru higher—No 2 at 37%o.
Oats strongerNo 2 at 201/,, c. Kyi—No 2 at 6βο. Barley—Ν o|2
at

—

at 67c. Provisions—Pork »t 22 00!a23 50.
Lard
lower at 6 87V4 ; dry salted shoulders at f> 90@
β 00 ; short clear sides at 7 90®7 95.
Whiskey
at 1 18.
Keceipts—Flour, 17,000 hbls; wheat. 101.000

bushjcorn 107,000 bu;|oats 168,000 bu;|rye 3,000
bush; barley, 10,000bush.
Shipments—Flour. 8,000.1 hbls; wheat, 2,000
bush: corn, 677,000 bush; oats, 63.000 bush; rye
0,00 hush, barley 13.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, May |2. 1887.—The Flour market
is firm; XXX at 2 80(&;2 90 ; family at 3 15ft
3 25; choice at 3 66g3 06; fancy at 375@3 85;
extra fancy at 3 90 *4 00; patent at 4 25», 4 50.
Wheat quiet—No 2 Ked at 82c. Corn isniïher
at 3*</afo$oViK· Oats are easy at 27%@27Mic.
Lard at

70.

Keceipts—Flour, S,<;00 hbls; wheat,16,000 buj
coru. 27.000 bush; Oats, 60,000 liush; rye,0,000
bush, bïrley 10,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,000|hbls ; Jivbeat 0,00ο bu:
corn, 0,000 bush ; oats 0,000 bit ; rye 000,000 bu ;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT. May 2, 1*87.-Wheat—No 1 White
84c bid ; Midi Ked 85Vic; No 2 lied 85c. Corn at
41c. Oats—No 2 at 3lc.
Keceipts—Wheat—receipts 17,000 bush, corn
1100 hush, oats 1300 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, May 2,1887.—Cotton Is llrm;
middling lOVec.
SAVANNAH, May 2, 1887. Cotton is firm;
middling 10 6-iec.
CHARLESTON, May 2, 1887—Cotton is firm ;
middling 10%c.
MEMPHIS, May 2, 1887.—Cotton steady; middliag lOVic.
MOBILE, May 2, 1887.—Cotton is firm; middling: ioy«c.
European Markets..

By Telegraph.]
LlVtUP^OL, May 2, 1887.—Cotton market

active; uplands at 5 11ied; Orleans at 6%d,
«ales 15,000 bales ; speculation and export 3000
bales.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
PROftl
FOR
Now York.. Aspinwall ..May
City of 1'ara
New York..Liverpool....May
Nevada
New Vork..Bremen. ...May
Aller
New York..Hamburg...May
Gellert
Sardinian
Portland...Llveroool...May
City of Puebla... New Vork..Hav&VCruz May
Trinidad
New York .Bermuda ...May
New York..Liverpool.. .May
Auranla
New York..Havana
M<«
Niagara
City of Chester...New York..Liverpool ..May
...New York ..Bremen
Werra
May

Kugia
Ethiopia

New

New York. .Ulasgow

Vaucouver

Polynesian

Santiago
Parisian
Sarmatian
Sauna

York..Hamburg...May

May

Liverpool... May
Liverpool... May
Quebec
New York..Clenfuegos .May
Liverpool...May
Quebec
Liverpool...May
Quebec
..May
Liverpool.
Quebec
Quebec

2
3
3
4
6
6
5
5
7
7
7
7
8
12
14
17
19
26'
20

^FEKNANDINA
Huston

30th, scL

Ar
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June Bright,

six
IN

70

eggs

Nash, Crowley, Bridgeport.

Ar 1st, sells Cyrus McKown. Farnliam, Ntievitas 10 dave; Mexican, 1 owers, Fall River; Lizzie
L Mills, Young, Bristol.
Ar 2d, sch Lizzie Lane, Herrlck, Gonaives.

Now when the budebegin
show,
'TIB time for young and
old to know
That Fevert%La99itutfeand
all
Tho Ills et Indigestion»
to

call.
With every troublo, ache
or pain,

That follow» In the Biliotu

train,

Cld 30th, barques Ëmita, Nasli, Gihara; JW
Dresser, Parker. Havana; schs Mattlo Β Russell,

Larrabee. Caibarien ; Laina Cobb, Cobb, and Liz
zieCarr, Brown, l'ernandiua; Game Cock, Robiuson, Boston.
Sid 30th, ship El Capitan, for Calcutta; barque
Emita, for Gibara; Nellio Brett, Havana; brig
Screamer, Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 30tli, schs Eliza Leveuseller,
from New York for Boston; Georgie DPerry, do
for do ; Annie Lee, Hoboken for do.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 30th, sell Sadie Wilcut,
Barbour, Satilla River.
Ar 1st, sch Walker Armlngton, Drinkwater, fm
Baltimore; Paragon, Sliute. South Amboy.
Tims li Pill«)tiii'v

Pitphnr

TtariAii

Beni F Poole, DaviS, Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sld 30tli, sell EG
Sawyer, Rogers, Norfolk for Newburyport; Dayhglit, Ilodguou, fin Baltimore for Boston; Island
City, Thomas, Rockport for New York: Alabama,
Whit, Fall Hirer for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29tli.schs G W Rawley, Hoboken for Boston ; Pavilion, Penh Amboy
for do; F Nickersoii, Boston for New York.
EDGARTOWN—Sid 30th, brig Fidelia, Coles,
Norfolk for Bangor.
HYANN1S—Ar 1st. sel) J Nlckerson, Wlnslow,
New York for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, sell Jennie M Carter, Sargent, New York.
Ar 1st. 8hs Nellie G Davis, Davis, and Sarah
Hyde, Murphy, Barrington ; Wm Ε Leggett, Lewis. and Coquette, Orne, Wlscasset; Star of the
West, Davis, Bristol; James Freeman, Jasper,
Macliias; Addie, Bowman, Damariscolta; D Τ
Patcnln, Patclilu, Castine; Leonora, Nickersoii,
Belfast; Eunice Ρ Newcomb, Allen. Deer Isle;
Lamartine, Rich, and Nevada Judklus, Deer Isle;
Hattie Lewis, Lowe, Elliott.
Slu 1st, sclis L A Burnham, Puritan, Augustus
Hunt, and City of Augusta.
Ar 2d, sell Messenger, Falker, Brunswick ; Albert, Haskell, Rockport; Prince Le Boo, Blake,

Will scatter like the thloven or night
Before Λ draught of Seluer bright.

cod&wlm

Pochanset for Boston.
Sid 1st lust, schs Η Β Metcalf, Fossett, Portland for New York) Κ M Brookings, Small, Bath
for do ; Alligator, Calais for Fall River ; Abbte Η
Hodgman, Pendleton, Portland for New Rochelle;
Ε M Sawyer, Watts. New York for Bar Harbor.
GLOUCESTER—Sid 1st, sell Helen Κ Russell,
from Rockport for Albany; ABCrablree, Wareham for Bangor ; Carrie Belle, Am boy for New-

Ship-

June.
83%
83%

May.
81

83%
83V4
831/4

May. June.

July.

83

Foreisn Ports.
Arat Yokohama Apt 27th,
Howes New York·
Ar at Kobe Apl 28, ship R D

Philadelphia.

Sld fm Cadiz Apl 22, barque
is, for Portland.
Sld fm Fayal Apl 5, barque

barque Frceinnn,
Rice, Jordan, from
Chattanooga, LewKennard, Betten-

court, Boston.

L Sweat, GoodBarbadoes, ar 12th, for New York, ldg.
ing.
At Goualves Apl 18, sch Lizzie Lane. Herrick,
for New York 20th.
At Port Antonio Apl 23, sch Nellie Coleman,
Hodgklus, for Baltimore ; Minnie C Taylor, LeighAt

tnn

COKN.

Opening
Highest

3»%
39%

373/4
37%
37%
|37%

Lowest..
Closing.

39

39%

41Vi
41%
40%
40%

OATS.

June.
28%
28%
26%
281/8
28%
28V»
Monday's auotatlons,

July.

May.

28%

27
27

Opening

Highest.
Lowest
Closing

29

28%
288/4

WHEAT.

May.
Opening—
Highest

|80%

l/owest

Closing

June.
83%
83%

81%
81%

83%
B3»/4
83%
t'3Vs

83

83%

81%

....

July

OOJU>.

.June.
39%
39%
39%
39%

July.

June.
2«i/4
28%
281/4
28%

July.

May.

Opening....

37 Va
37%
37%
37%

Highest
lowest

(Closing

41

41%
40%
11%

OATS.

Jpeulng....
Highest...

26%
26%
2«S'/4
28%

Ixwest

Closing

28%
29

28%
29

barque J

di»ca«eti.
AnU for BOVININE,and take

Put up in β

ounce

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quo'xt lotis of sticks xrr
dailv:
Atch., I opefca and Ni.'.jlit ; (·
New ïorK and New KiiK^nd Kaltrxiui
do Drel
C. K. & V
Wisi'onsin Central
Flint ί» l'ere Marquette I: ιιΙιοκί com
do prof

Wisconsin Central. 2d series

Keii telephone....
California Southern Eallroad
Mexican Central
Mexican Central 4s....
Wisconsin Central pre!
....·

boston Water Power Co
Boston Land tympany

Boston & Maine Kailroad
Kasleru J'aliroad Bs
Huston & Lowell ltallroad
(tid Colonv
Calumet & Ueclu

■·

r.

109H
06%
130 V.

147%
29%
32%
98
«8
220

no

Troubles, whether
deeply
seated,
nlnnin.
ill »w.
(..l.nrl
«.

62%

17%

66%
48%
71/4
••10%
232%
128

.171%
I881/4
.212

Boston.

Memoranda.
Ship Parker M Wliltmore, Wliltmore, at Liver
from
Ban
Francisco, reports having been
pool

50 dox. 35 cent Braces for 15c.

at 15c. a

NOTE—Itloney refunded If goods
ure not satisfactory, if returned
uninjured.

COE,
197 Middle St.

pair.

guaranteed

and

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

and South America and Meiioo.

Itehimrnfg.

And
with

as our

ffir^^rnake^our

competi-

..

..

own

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

R.F,S0MERS&C0m

i\ and after MONDAY, April 25.1M7,

T. J. Somers is with

BLOCK.

Look

at 1M0

apSO

STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN I. B.. HALIFAX, N. S

SPRIKG AKKANUEMENT.

ψ

tions.

THE INDEX!

l'rescriptious aie prepared

retail store with
skill and care, from tlie
purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moderour

Bargains of Telling Effect, This Morning !
au το «m» at 8 «mu. siuur.

The annual Spring house denning with its attendant miseries is
now nl Itiind, and with its approach the careful housekeeper begins
to look around lor the best way to make this task the easiest possible.
With this object in view the

prices.

SON,

258 MIDDLE STREET,
miction Free N|.
eodPT&Tbera
j.inl
.1

public, for by its

use

much hard work is avoided.

INDEX

Soap made from the best stock, refined by steam which reall deleterious substances, and therefore calculated to be used
It is especwithout any danger to the hands or the articles washed.
ially recommended for cleaning painted surfaces, leaving them
bright aud fresh without injury to the paint itself. Woolen goods,
either white or colored, may be washed with
a

Marine Underwriters

pure

191-2 Exchange St„cor. Milk St.

INDEX

THE

O F.F1 I C E.

without fear of shrinking or fading the colors, while for laces and
Give THE INDEX a trial and you
dclicate fabrics it is unequaled.
will be convinced that it cannot be too highly recommended.

(Vp-Stair·.)

MANUFACTURED

Goods Sold at Money Savins; Prices.
Coods Sold at People's Pleasing Prices·
Coods Sold at Money Reaching Prices.
Coods Sold at Unearthly Prices.

BY

COnTllTTEE.

8. C. Dveb,
William I.eavitt,
J08. P. THOMl'BOX,
HnntT P. UBWEY,
IIouacb M. Saroext
Fkitz H. Jordan,
Geouoie Tkefetiien.

FRANK D. LUNT & CO.,
FOR SALE BY

WM.

MILLIKEN
582

ALBERT B. HALL. Attorney.

TRUNKS

AND ALL

ap25

&

LEADING GROCERS.

AND BAGS.

IYIiddle

Street.

Columbia

Dollar.

AUCTION GOODS.
10 pieces Victoria Lawns at
<♦
«
«
«
10
44
44
44
44
10
44
44
44
44
10

δ rents per yard

...

» 1.4

«

»1

10
JO |.g

44

44

44

44

Bicycles !

AgenBy for Cumberland, Androsoog
Sagadahoc Counties.

If you want tlie best get the Columbia. They
lead in workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safety going down lu.i, strength of material and for
durability in every way. Nine years of experi·
l*cw Cataenee has proved 11 cir superiority.
log!' Free.

C.H.LÂMSON'S, 177 Middle St.
dtt

31
14

From Portland
via HaUUx.

STEAMER.

ΙΗΡΚβϋΑ*,
March 34

I

I

j

PKJtrviAN.
ΡΑΚΙ8ΙΛΝ.

■

IClKtASSIAW

Agrll

price 5

7
21

&
Sabuiwiaj*.
May
April
Passenger .Kioiiimixlatlnu* unequalled, L'ablr
»f,5 and #75; Intermediate, »3θ; steerage,

•20.

Knr passage apply to Η. Λ A. ALLAN, Genera!
Passenger Agents, SO State St., Boston; and C. P.
WAI.DBON, 40 Exchange St. ; T. P. McGOW AN.
422 Congress St,or lur passage ur freight to II. Λ
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf

CfHtx

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

HiUVDItERCiHEFS.
Seconds, Slightly Imperfect.

HI* Ci

Dress Coods, Silk, Jewelry, Cloves,

We have not room to mention all the Bargains that will be
offered in this sale. Come early and avoid
the rush later in the day.

Λ Κ It %

I- ΚΛΚΝ

TB.

Till riBiriHJLAM «TCAMHJU

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately

every week

points

KKANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
7 o'clock; arriving In
evening at
day..iirtHi
-ilth uurlluur feelna fur

leave

·.

beyond.
tickets (or

Providence, Lowell, Worce*
Through
ter, New York. Ac.
RetumlnK, leave INDIA WHABP. Boston every week day evening at 7 o'clock.
J. B. COYLK. J*. Manager.
apltt

MISE STEAMSHIP (W.UÏ
For NEW YORK.
steamers leave Kranklln Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at β p. in. Beturnlng, leave Pier
31, Kast Klver, New York, on Wednesday» and
J. B. COYLE, J a.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
tieueral Agent
septa 1-iltf

OUR

IN

REPAIRING

DEPARTMENT

WÎT

LEAD

ALL

Bass' English Ale

COMPETITORS.

DAVIS & CARTIAND,
Ιο. 210 Middle

ap28

Street, Portland, I?Ic.eodtf

Unequalled for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity & Strength,
AT WHOLESALE BY

feb8

Sole Agents for ITIaine.

Ask your grocer for tt.

eod3ra

TELSPÂPËR™Sfcï«œîS

J. MARION WRICHT,

wr

fwNr,
■Yovi
We

-AND-

orrtH. TWB

STOUT,

ΒίΙΓ PMNojOf
Wrtire Icao,

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Pactetz" by

UNSitO OIL.
Colors o/ir «

/vio/i.
V*RHISH£3,
SRUS/t£S, jC.

R. STANLEY & SON,

r. opts* cctc* >
rtcAor M/xto
7>4/N τ THE B£(T
ρχεραχεο pa/ν τ
Ver pxooucc o.

#

FASHIONABLE DRESS MAKER,

IMPORTERS,

4IO

No. 667 1-2 Congress St.
Dresses cut and made

Vhtn
* ht rnre
r»ro I1
Wh*n I1 »ay

has been thorreadiness to
all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address
c. W. 8Τ1ΜΓ30Ν, Jr.,
deolUdtf
1'ort Clyde, Âie.
Port Clyde Marine Railway
TIE
oughly rebuilt, and Is now In
Uike out

«

i.

«

»ly

·ιη
in nu
moral*

to «top
·»«»» them
loan

lop

dU

of Root!* an«l Shoe* ever show ■■
east of Boston.including all of (lie

in the latest fashion
eod2w*

To Vessel Owners. I GORE FITSJ

Street.

The Largest Stock!

d3m

apll

Fore

uoviM

αϋΛ**Ντ*ε"·

is now ready to receivo customers at her rooms,

ap28

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Portland,

HISS

A

m

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, Economical and Serviceable.

The Brat Table and Dairy Mall erer
offered to the public.

eoUStw3w

"

25 pieces Imported Jaconet Cambric*, cost to import 40 cents per yard» our price
8 cents. These (roods will take the place of Lonsdale Cambric aud French Nainsook.
One bale pore Linen Twilled Table Crash, 18 Inches wide, at 10 cents, regular
price 15 cents.

MATT TOP, KID BUTTON, SCALLOP VAMPS,

We Invite Fishermen to use the STOW
>ElTIMti for Purse Seines, Its third
year, and is
substantially
endorsed by alluniversally
who have used it; light,
saving'two hands,strong as the heavier,
quick to throw aud (lulcit to hall. Also
the Uadley Sardine seines and
Traps.

I'oiuiiivrciul SI.

THUKSDAY,
MarchI 3
17

1887

aad P.rllaail Hrr*lrf.

LI>rrpMl
Fr"in Liverpool
via Halifax.

r
Ties at $1.50. Best in the city.
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Salt

GLOUCESTER.

18S6.

LINE.

Arrangements.

Winter

"New Color" Russet Oxf

PURSE SEINES, &C.

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE CO.

ALLAN

TRUES PIN WORM ELIXIR!

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This is a new safety Bicycle that combines the
advantages of the htar and all the other safeties,
and has the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. I'rice only §75.00. If you are going
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

85 ii!ai>a« ImnnrtAd Jflpflnnt Cambria. ftΟ Jit to imuort 30 COIlts» OUI*

Fans, Ribbons, Buttons and Small Wares.

on

ΝΤΚΛ.ΙΙΚΗΗ DlHKl'T ΚΚΦ1Ι
I· IjtrrpMl tnrr Till HOUtt
it ml rr«\>:W VUHHrfrrrltTIHII *V
caillai »ι<(·η··Μ«·, € »rk Marker.
OKPHALONIA
May 6. June U, July 1*
SCYTHIA
May 13, June 16, July 21
CATALONIA
May 1». Juue 33, July 2S
Ρ A VON IA
.Tllay 2β, June 80, Auk- 4
CABIN Passage, »«<>, »sti ami $ lis > according
June 3, July 7, August IΤ
BOTHNIA
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, $33.
Steerage passage at low rates. I traits on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or treiaiit apply
at the ooinpanySt ofllce. 9» Slate street, Boston.
leblltdSio ALEXANDER ΜΑΚΓ1Ν, Ageat.

niiv23

Hosiery, Parasols, Perfumery, Housekeeping Coods,

llanaii Λ Son, manufacturers, New York.

FOlt 1887.

90

on a

One case best quality Prints, each customer limited 10 one dress pattern, at 3 1-2
cents per yard.
One case l'anama Printed Lawns at 3 1*2 cents.
One case Corded Batiste at 12 1-2 cents; been selling for 25 cents.

Marked Down Prices in

WAUKENPHAST BOOTS !
All who want Style, Comfort and Durability should call
us and get a pair of our Celebrated Hand Sewed
Waukenphast, made of Cordovan.

Boston Office,
aplO

50 Cents

25 dozen Ladies' Fancy Bordered Handkerchiefs at 5 cents, worth 10 cents.
25 dozen Ladies' Fancy Bordered Handkerchiefs, 3 for 25 cents, worth 50 cents.
25 dozen Ladies'White Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at 12 1-2 cents, worth 1 7
cents.
(•ents', 7 1-2, 10,12,15 and 17 cents.
Children's. 3 for 10 cents, 4 for 25 cents, 3 for 25 cents.
tients' Web Handkerchiefs, Fancy Borders, 2 for 5 cents.

rtft
«"I

IImu'I Mankirtir

CUNARD LINE.

We are Overstocked, Overloaded, Overour Auction tioods!
crowded, Overwhelmed In Every Department.

WE MEXTION OJiLY A FEW OF THE MANY LEADERS.

CO.,

Congress Street,

nnvtlkltf

with

AUCTION GOODS.

MARINE RISKS ONLY.

fcb23

us

Great One-half Off Sale.

TELEPHONE 975 Β.

m and

GOODS !

AUCTION

Are you with

moves

Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. fcJ-Freighkreeelved upto 4.00 r. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 4<> Exchange St., or lor other tnlorm it Ion at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foLt
of State street.
J. B. COYi.K. JR.,

Hwlu

No Sueh Bargains Ever Offered in Portland. Wean Sweep Figures.

INDEX SOAP

lietail Department,

DVINOKV

—

The new Steamers o{ this Lin· will leave Kailroail Wharf, foot of State street, every MON DAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 r. M., for
EASIPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

PHYSICIANS'

II. II. HAY &

AXD ALL· Ρ ΑΚΤΗ OF

New Briaawick, Ν·ν· Mc«tia, Pré·** Ε 4wnrda I «lit ad, nod t«pc Br·!··.

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

ato

passage apply on board to captain.
ISA 1Λ 11 DAN IΚ l.a. Manager.

eodtf

urmeod2m

in

iteamHouse

International

eodtf

—

—

ap2G

or

in

window.

Custom

leave

a. πι.

For freight
sep20dtf

us.

workmen

for

Will

(IDKIMIN

for Long
w.ior
i-iianu,
i.ong Island.
Wharf
.^scented,
t Cliebeague, tlarpsLittle Chebeegu»
well and Orrs Island
Return, leave Orrs I
terminate landings at β.40 a. m. Arrlvf

282 MIDDLE ST.

ST.,

;\p30

Halifax.
17th reb. lirtb Feb.
17 th Mar. letli Mar.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
1 4th Apr. IMth Apr.
28th Apr. 30th Apr.

Hair· ·! PawMgfl
Cabin. ..»BO, aeo, «75 Return » 100, #128, »1S0
Return.. |<0
I ntermedlate(30
Return at lowest rates.
$20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID HIRRANCK * CO.,
Foot ol India street.
nov2dtf

our other goods
same reduction,

estab-

412 Broadway, N. Y., Manufacturers.

Ltodoodwrr.)

DATKM
■ From
STEAMERS.
j Portland.

KKIMTOI. »HtVKH, (Avonmouth Dock.)
From Avonm'thl STKAMKK8. From Portland.
loth February.
2oth January. 'TlxA·
3d February.
;24th February.
IQlkbbc,

MAYER, STROU8E & CO.
Τ

'to

CITY OK 1Ά It A
sails Monday May 2, Noon
From New York, pier foot of Canal Ht., North
Kiver. for Mas Fraaci.c. »la The l.ihasa. mi
Pimm,
Great reduction In rate* to Bac Francisco.
From Ban Francisco, 1st and Brannan Bts.
For Japaa aad «bin..
CITY OF BYDNBY sails Thursday May B. 2 p. m.
for Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply tu or address the (teneral lut«ra Agents.
K. A. AUAVIH Λ tO.,
113 MUM Hired, l'«r. Hraatl Hi., Hmn.
dtf
e)0

Okboon,
24th Feb. Saknia,
10th Mar. OUBOON,
24th Mar. Vaxcouvib,
7tb Apr. Sakma,

never to

break. Price, $1.25.
For sale by leading wholesale and retail

A

PACIFIC NAIL STEAMSHIP ΟΟΙΡΜΠ
—LUI· VO»—

$7 SILK HAT S5.
$3.50 Stiff Hal S3.

PIERCE A. SOMERS and EDWARD
SOMERS are with ns.

"With sliding: Detachable
Springs. £2?" Better than
Whalebone or Ηοπι^

WISTAR'S BALSAM OP WILD CHEEHf,

You can have the shape of your head taken by
the French Conformetor, and get a fashionable
Silk Hat made for $3.00.

at 75c. a

TIME TABLE.
Leave Cortland for Peaks' and Diamond Islands
3.45. 8.00, 10.30 a. in. ; a. 18, 4.30, «.10 p. m.
8.00 a. in. and 2.15 p. ω. goes to Long Island.
7.00 a. αι. for Little Diamond and Peaks.
Mun.lnr Time Table.
10.00 a. 111., 2.16 p. in., if pleasant.
No lumber received over 100 feet; eoal tuust be
In bartels and headed up.
B. J. W1LLAKD, Manager.
ap26dtf

27tli .Ian.

STIFF HATS

CLAPP'S

tis, Asthma, and every affection of tho
Throat, Lungs and Chest arc speedily
and permanently cared by the use of

SILK HATS.

pair.

35 dozen ijtl.OO Buckskin Olove·

CLOTHIER.

We have more Children's Hats than all
the other dealers combined.
We make a
specialty of them, and

459 COIMS

197

d&wlynrm

lines of Gents' fan-

40 cent Woolen Hose for Sïc.

S0MERS~ BROS.,

Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza,
Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchi-

feb28

new

tors ask $3.00 for.

Trade mark patented.
Mailed on receipt of price
(Joodwin Ac Co., General Agents,
feb22eod3murn.

—

Several

best

cy Shirts just put in stock.
35 dozen 35c. Celluloid Buttons

$2.50

φΐ.

which doe§ not dry up a cough and leave
tho cause behind, but loosens it, cleanses
tho lungs, and allay β Irritation, thus re.
moving the cause of the complaint. CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED by a timely
resort to this standard remedy, as is proved
by hundreds of testimoniale. Th· genuine
le signed ··/. Butts1' on the 'wrapper.
SKTfl W. FOWLE & SONS, ΓβορΓη9,
Boston, Mass. Sold by dealers generally.

ored 10c. Handkerchiefs at 5c.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO,

HAII.IKi

Leather, Canvas, Zinc, Aligator, and
the Patent Wood Trank, the
strongest made.

Oe·. ('-

and col-

From I
Liverpool. !

Same

acts directly upon the
muscles aud nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOK ALL

vein·», ui live tui

KKOM MEllCHANTs' EXCHANGE.
Cardenas 3«h, barque Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, Philadelphia.
Ar at Calcutta Mch 28, ship Wandering. Jew
Nichols, New York.
Ar at Mauritius Mch 22, barque Jos A Ropes
Seabury, Mannanzary.
Ar at Antwerp Apl 30th, ship Fawn, Hopkins
New Orleans.
Halifax, April 30—Steamer Sarnia, from Portland for Liverpool, was off the port last night but
had to put off, owing to a fierce gale.

Call and examine.

while

via. MovlUe and Halifax.

^oSoo*J<xooaoow5B5S505^nQ0o^fe

This Plaster

or

the

men,

50 dozru each,

31dtf

LlVEKl'OOL SEBYICE, («ta

WatchsprinG

marldtf

Lung

ways 111 slock.

Meals and Room Included.
or passage apply to
■t. H. <»nP»«5l, tarai,
t» I.—a Wb»rf.

freight

1886-7-WINTER AKKA.NUEXEXT!HS86-7

Boston,

"

d&wnrmcTh

Celluloid Collar» and Cuffs, al-

Furnishing
Goods at Rock Bottom prices.
Examine the Graud Mogul Overall for railroad

For

for SJc.

All kinds of Gents'

iflKrlfffii

Αι i«IU** salllilK vessel.
Freights lor the West bv the Penn. B. IL, and
Bout h t.y connecting line·, forwarded free of commission.
H.u.J Trip 118·
«IW.OW.

Mailing between Liverpool and Portland,

Mubmitute

PORTLAND

drugifisfcj.

in the

Κruin Long Wharf, Boston, 8
p.m. From Tloe Btreet Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
I nsuranoe one-half the rate of

.iv

DOMINION LINE.

is

JSTEWS.

At at

We have by far the best assortClothing we have EVEIt
HAD.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE, j

THE

bv

for the money

.i *Ti

#1.35 Hathaway Whirls (or »*c.
$1.00 Pelersbiiri; Slilrh for TJc,
Best 1 ply ÏOc. I.iin-u Collant »

Overall to buy.

ment of

482 CONGRESS STREET.

is introduced to the

of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but admirably fultills a siugleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all thos«i
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, ger ral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, ki either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive Guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or «Sx bottles for $5.00.
A large treat ise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dtspensajiy Medical
Associ ation, ΜΗ Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SICK BfF2ADA€«F, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a Ywii

Shirt*.

The

Fine line of Neckwear, Jewelry,
Ac., Just put in stock.

McLaren, Wysell M À Aelioru, Aeliorn,

worn-out."
For
run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers. and over-worked women generally,
JJr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "ie the best

season.

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Agents for Xew England States—All Druggists
eodOm
jaull

30th.)

l'

last

Vi4i
ft

ι
California, Japan, China, Central"i

and 12 ounce bottles.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,

Sid (m Matanzas Apl 25, barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker, Delaware Breakwater; Shawraut, Small,
tlo; urig Annie Κ Storer, Harding. New York.
At Matanzas Apl 27, barque Edw Cushiug.Bickmore, for North of Hatteras; Skobelefi, Tucker,
for Boston; Eyvor,Matthews, une; Orinus, Frost,
and Lillian, WlUey, do;
brigs L F Munsou,
Smitli, for North of Hatteras; Jennie Fhiuuey,
Morton, for do; Ernestine, Norton, for do ; CC
Swcney, Kobertsou ; sell Will Hayes,Hayes, do.
Ar at Cardenas 2Dth, barque Belle Wooster,
Higgius, New York; Chestina Jtedman, Watts,
do; echs Benj Fabens. Condon, New York; Alt
Weeks, Henley, Philadelphia.
Sid 23d, sell Fred A Small, Cole, for New York ;
Kocheko, Jasper, do; 26tb, Maggie Dalllng, Dalling, Philadelphia; 2Gth, ΒCCromwell, York, for
New York.
Ar at Sagua April Ϊ2, barque Jessie McGregor,
McKaddeu, New York.
Sid 22d, sell Levi Hart, Giles, New York.
At Bermuda Apl 28, barque Bessie, (Br) McKeuzie, St Thomas for Portland, (to be sold by
auctlou

us

city.

II

I

COKBKSPONDENTS.
Wise ASSET. April 30—Ar, sch Matilda, Barter, Boston.
May 1—Ar, sell Pearl, Coffin, Boston.
Sailed, sch W L White, Whitinore, Charleston.
SACO, M;iy 2—Ar, sch American Team, from
New York.
CKI, sells Bessie Beach, and Vlarcla Lewis, for
Philadelphia; Emily A Dennlson, Boston.

best Hose

troHinrr

? iî

FBOM OCE

stock.

by

300 dozen

pair.

a

sold

Flannel

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATADLE.

Antigua Apl 21, barque Τ

Sid fin Kingston. Ja,
nian, Savanua-la-Mar;
New York.

1>y

Nobby line of Pauls just put in

If you spend any money
P. S.
this seuson for Clothing without
first visiting our store, you will
■link·· a mistake, as we shall lead
If you
the van in low prices.
doubt this statement, watch us
and
then
through the season
judge for yourself.

pairs

of

assorti··.-m

Particularly adapted for Pneumonia,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, and kindred

from

local

MONDAY, May 2.
Arrived.
Steamer Allentowu. Swazey, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—mdse
lo J Β Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston lor
Eastoort and St John, NE.
Sch J Manchester Waynes, Matthews, Baltimore—coal to Β & M lilt.
Sch Carrie G Crosby, from Virginia, with oys
ters to Timmons & Hawes.
Sell .1 W Raymond, (Br) Collins, Westport, NS—
Sch Willie Seavev, Simmons, Friendship.
Sch Lion, Chatto, Brooksvilie.
Sch Franklin Fierce, Holmes, So West Harbor.
Sch J C Jameson, Hatch. Deer Isle.
Sch Maggie Cummlng·, Murcli, Rockland.
Sell Sagamon. Webber, Bound Pond.
Sch Hunter, Pinkliam, Boothbay.
Scii Mary Elizabeth, Dun ton, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Barque Meguntlcook, Hemingway, Point-aPitre—Charles Bartlett, Jr.
Brig C'arrick, (Br) Branscomb, St John, NB—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Kennebec, Walls, New York—Kumery, Birnle & Co.
Scii F Κ Baird, Jameson, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Louisa Francos, Thorndike, Rockland
S C Chase.

and #10.00 Suits Of

al 11 ce

Fine

STEPHEN W. ROACH.

PORT OF PORTLAND

83 y«

83%

81%
80%
80%

Lowest

Closing...

July.

#12.00

00 dozen 20-cciit Scaiiiless Hone

ΚΑ W FOODM, «cicutifically compouuded, Hiir|inm*4 nil oilier prepa -atiouM in their
ability to create new and * atalized Blood.
Bemeiuber that BOVININE in the only
Kan Food Kxtract known, and contain»
£6 58-100 per cent: «oluble albuminoid.

WHEAT.

Opening
Highest

179

buryport.

ΝEWBURYPORT— Sid 30th, sell Jennie A Cliejiey, Ames, Rockland.
*"MttïÛûlOUTH—Sailed 1st, schs Niger, from
WlseassetlGÏ" Huston; t'Oiiuel. RwekpoTtfprri»;
Addie, Daniariscotta for do; J W Woodruif. Salem for Bangor; Mary Langdon, and Julia A
Berkle. Rockland for New York; Am Team, from
Salem for Rockland ; Silas M c Loon, ltoudout for
Bangor ; Storm Petrel, fm Ellsworth for Rondout ;
<MW Freeman, Castine for Boston; Leonora, Bangor for do; D Τ Patchln, Castine tor do ; Nevada,
and Sea Qaeeu. Deer Isle for do ; Eunice PJ\e\vcoinb, do for do.
Also sld 30th, schs Lizzie Brewster, Smith, for
Jonesport; Geo Β Ferguson,Ferguson, Rockland;
W L Roberts, Bray, Kennebec; Silver Spray,Lindsay, Downlug's Cove.

Black Worsted Suits in 4 buttou
Cutaways, Prince Albert and
Sacks, always in stock at BOTTOM prices.

only #10.00.

Rockport-

Cld 2d, sclis Nellie G Davis, Davis, and Sarah Ε
Hyde, Murphy, Barrington, NS.
SALEM—Ar 30th, sell Jas Baker, Adams, from

Short I'niits to age 15.

—

New Youk, Jan 10,1887.
TUE J. P. BUSH M'F'G CO.:
Gentlemen—I moat earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John /loach, lias derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, Bovinine.
For more tlian two mouths past, the nature of
the disease from which lie lias suffered has totally
the use of solid food, and it was at first
precluded
feared that from inability to administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, ills streugtli
would rapidly fail. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovinxnk lias been able to
supplv every need of the system, beiug in a palatable, highly condensed form, ;easily assimilated
under all conditions.
Tlie wonderful nutrient forces contained in your
Kaw Food Extract have sustained and supported him with little or no effort on the part of
the digestive organs, and ! fed that to your Horinine I unindebted for the prolongation of my

father's life.

art'
only $10.00 each.
made in bolli Single ami Doable
Detachable
But.
Breasted, with
tous and are warranted ludiiro
witl»
an
extra
«set
Blae, or #10.50
of «rand Army buttons.
200 #25.00 New and Nobby Suits
in Four Button Cutaways and
Sacks at #20.00.
300 All Wool $15.00 Suits at

#6.00.

FACTS
America's Greatest
builder.

Cull mid sec our Elegant Line of
Spring Overrents mid compare
prices willi uny store in the city.
Wepay CASH i'or our goods and
CANNOT or WILL KOT be (INDEIt
SOLD.

Blue Suits at
#15.00 Indigo
These Suits

350

MAIL.

DiEHL8rC0.l2.BANK ST. PHIL* PA.·

Kegarding

lilt,

From PHILADELPHIA

—

Cld 30th, brig Cli&s Dennis, Mnrang, Gardiner.
Arlst, barque Carrie Heckle, Collins, Havana ;
sell Bertha Warner, Laitliwate, Cardenas.
Cld 30th, steamer Lancaster, Robinson, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 30tli, barque Boatice Havener, Havener. Gibara 15 days: sclis Emma S
Briggs, Otis, Jacksonville; A F Crockett. Thorndlke, Richmond; Scotia, Shearer, Philadelphia;
Cyrus Chamberlain. Wattts, fm Thomaston ; J C

vrt:AJi!uiii'

From BOSTON »wj WEONESOAV and SATURDAY.
inn TUESOAY and FRIDAY

SECONDS,

SAMPLES 30 CTS. EACH PER

wick.

m ut:ir

BOWL IN

A

PERFECT!Y ADAPTED FOR ANY SHAPtODISH.
PAINE

Bostoiisriiiladolpliia

READ !

LOOK!

seconds,

}

Cld 28th, sell Elbridge
NEWS
Souther. Kales. St Thomas.
BALTIMORE—Cld 30th, sells Β R Woodside.
Reed, Providence ; Annie Ε J Morse, Lansil, for
Portland; Frank Ο Dame, liogeis, Boston.
Ar 1st, sell Jennie 1" Willey, Chadwiek, fm Wllmlugton, NC.
Sid SOth. sells Broxie Β Rokes, Β R Woodside,
Annie Ε J Morse, and Frank Ο Dame.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sell Nellie J Dinsmole, Parker, Cardenas; R D Spear, Fair, Bruns-

KM let.

IIACUN" l«n>| Savannah l'ler. Congres* 8t..
Uo#lon. every Thursday .it 3 o'clock. rot freljrtl
pnAnane· apply to Α. Da W. HAMP80N. Wy
Washington street. Boston. or to KICIIAKDSON
& UAKNAKD, Agents, Bi.Ht.rn.
ThSat&Tu«mo
dec2'J

or

□ NE EGG
ΙΝΑ

Water Line··

with all lull awl

I'AVOKITE ROUTS TO I'LOEIDA.
Iron steamship* "(1ATE CITY" mid 'CITY Of

RAPID !
EFFECTUAL

CHARLESTON--Sid SOtii, sch Warren Adams,
Baltimore; Β W Morse, lor Darien.
CHARLESTON—Ar 1st, sch Stephen Bennett,

^Νίλνϊ'όκτ

Connecting there

SURE!

i

Direct Une from lev Kiwland
to Savannah

(Inly

CREAM WHIP

r

thlo

SSi™*»I
iSSSST::::::::::::S
1

EEG BEATER

'"nEW^'lVaNS—Artist, sch Alice Archer,
''PENSACO^-Cl'd 29th, sell S G Ilart, Smith,
βϋΓΐ

Company.

"»-=*A-r ΕΙΓνί-r

Λ

Αί·ΛL a"c H?COLA—Cld 20th, sell Eva

Boston & Savannah Steamship

·:·:·

P.D.&CO.
Ι

..
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Saturday's quotations.
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24 50
β 00
31 00

Ontario

"Johnny, you may give me the name of some
flower," said the teacher in botany.
Johnny thought for a while and then said:
"Well, I reckon Injun meal comes about as near
being wild flour as anything I know of."

STATE OF TRADE.
(From Bradstreet's of Saturday, April SO.)
Special telegrams to Bradstreet's from leading
trade centers Indicate a moderate Improvement
of general merchandise. At Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans
and San Francisco there have been gains over a

Stocks.

closing quotations (or mining

wild

FINANCIAL

Mining

[By Telegraph.]

Those unhappy persons who suffer from nervousness and dyspepsia should use Carter's Little Nerve Pills, which are made expressly lor
sleepless, nervous, dyspeptic sufferers. Price 35
cents, all druggists.

L.actnrl nnd Hoary, What >■ iif
A little while ago the general public began to
hear more or less about Lactart and Honey, as a
cure for ceughs and colds, and a geat deal of curiosity was stirred in regard to It. The success of
the new preparation appears to have been remarkable, for it now appears to have a place In the
stock of nearly every live druggist.
The secret of its efficiency is really very simple,
for Lactart (the pure aeld ot milk) Is combined in
certain proportions with honey, and together they
form a preparation that has wonderful curative
power. People have always used a sweet aud
sour. In some form, lu combination, as a cure for
coughs, hoarseness or sore ti.roal, but nothing
equal to Lactart ;uirt Honey has ever before beeu
devised.
jNs
The inching and healing -îualltles of honey are
..iKeu with the mucus-dissdwing power of Lactart. aud the the result Is ftaply a charming
success, l.aetart aud Honey lias so
agreeable a
taste, that It Is certain to becoiiWijJv lamnii.
wherever It Is tried and its healing vinuTSTSfefiniT

18V4

»...

rife-

Domestic Porte.
SAN FRANCISCO- Ar 30th, ship lroquolx,
Ν iekels, Nanaimo.
Cld 23d, ship Hicliar J III, Mclntyre, for Port
Townseiid.
x,
Hid 23d. sliio Xlios M Reed, Starkey, Nanaimo.
SAN DIEGO—Ar 22d, barque flieobalU, Keed,
1

XT Κ Α.ΤΙΚ BW.

ITIINCKI.] ΛΚ ΕΟΓ*.

struck by a squall April 10th, and carried away
Uead of topmast, with all attached.
Sell Andrew Adams, [mm Baltimore lor Providence, before reported ashore ou Neman's Land,
remained iu same position 1st lust. She will be
stripped of sails, rigging, and small spars, and If
the weather continus favorable, she may be floated after discharging.
Sell Montecello, from New York for Boston,
witli corn, was towed into Kdgartowu 1st inst
with spars and rigging damaged, having been run
into 30th on Nantucket Shoals.
Sell Mary llawes, Hodgdon, from Rockportfor
Boston, with lime, struck on White Ledges, near
Segulu, 1st inst, and came oif leaking 2mou
strokes per hour. She put Into Bootlibay 2d and
will be placed on the railway for repairs.

LATEST STYLES
in
a

tlmaand th«snhi«Tat .· ·η ι.π·η nfintn. I mean aradlo.il cur·»
I hiT· mi-la tî>« "11' .*>a "f * IT*. KHU.IWT «τ FèLI.IMl
HICKNRSS a Fii*> I·**·if KM' lr. lwarraM myrerm'djr toffur*
Γ.
i'luo ul'ieri have f*iu«d 11 »o roaimn for
the wur»t ctv*··*
nut D"«v γήνμ vint» a eu· ·». Sun.I Ht our-ι lnr a trwati·· an<l a
Υτ+β Hot11«9 of my Infallible roniedy. 4JI*· f*prn»» and Poet
Jfflca. Il ooata >*m nothing for » trial. an«l I w»U cnrajreu.
AddreM Or. U. 0. KOOT, 191 l'eart Bt.frNow York.

goods of all qualifie» and prlcei
now ou hand at

M. G. PALMER'S,
[

ap25tl

311 rO^tJII»·· «THKIT.

1

A CREAT DISCOVERY !

It I* acknowledged to be tbe best, safest and
moot potent and effectual remedy known tor
this clilld-kllllntt disease.

Sold toy All Drugsleta·
FHICK :î.V>80r amiei.oo.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE h 00., Proprietor*,
AUBURN, MAINE.
«-Tapn Worms a Specialty. Tape Woras
minute·
removed
In from on« hour and thirty
to three hours.

TuThSAâwly

Ian 13

CAHD.

with
permanently associated mysell corΒ. A. At* in-kin * Co.. house (urnislters.
I shall be

HAVINC.
anil Mliltlle streets, Portland,

ner

Pearl

of Maine at
meet my friends In the Mate
twenty-live yuan expemy new η urters. Mywith
Λ Co.,
Walter
Corey
business
rience In the
(in connection
six of which was spent as manager

happy U»

Furniwith Walter L. Corey) of the Portland
that I can nil
ture Co., warrants me In believing
to your entire Mtt·
care
to
entrusted
order
my
.tny
AssurtOK you that we have one ol the
Isfiu'tlou.
I truest storks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
««Its In the eoiintnr to select from. I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LÛBENÎO Κ. DTK*,
4ti
octao
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CITY GOVERNMENT.

PRESS

Regular Meeting

TUESDAY MORNING, MAT S.

of the Council Last

Evening.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

The Appropriations
IK»'

ADYBRTIMKHItrfTM TO-D1V,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
«
llorbtio Staples—Fine Black Dress Goods.
(Jeo. M. Boeworth—Interior I>ecoraUtr.
P. W. C. Minstrels—Portland Theatre.
The Inside Wrapper of Index
Soap.
l)r. K. T. Wilde— 1J Myrtle St.
It. K. Dunn, M. D.—Removed.
Dr. J. II. O'Nell—U9 High St.
A Card—The Boston Herald.
Kor Bale—Nlee House Lots.
To I-et With Board—Koom.
Kor Bale—Wyandotte Hugs.
Cameron Plows—The Mart.
Found—Mart. Plum Street.
Sea aud Land—New Book.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Ï.
M. C. M. Association.
To Let-Union Hall.

I~1

Monday—United Btates by indictment vs. John
Newbert, otherwise called John C. Newbert, for
carrying on the business aud trade of a retail liquor dealer, at Chelsea, Me.
Verdict, not guilty.
District Attorney.
L. T. Carlton.
Sylvester J. Walton of Skowhegan, on motion
of George E. Bird, United States district attorney, was admitted to practice lu the Circuit
Court.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The Forest Taper Company ol Yarmouth
have adopted a system ol weekly payments.
Contractors are boring £or an artesian well
at Burgess, Fobes & Co.'s paint factory on
street.

William Cook, hostler at Sawyer's livery
stable on Federal street, was kicked in the
knee by a horse Sunday night and badly

injured.
PERSONAL.

city for

Mrs. Egery and Mrs. Ε. M. Hersey of Bangor are at the Falmouth.
M. S. Chamberlain, cashier of the Falmouth Hotel in this city, visited friends in
Livermore Falls last week.
Major Z. L. Clayton of Bangor is at the
Falmouth.
υ. r. vveea, register oi probate lor Aroostook county, and Representative S. J. Walton of Skowhegan were in town yesterday.

Tbis season Captain Jason Collins of
Gardiner, the veteran captain of the Star of
the East, will complete his fifty-first year in
the steamboat business.
The Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D., of New

York city, the author of the justly famous
book entitled "Our Country," will address
the Congregational Club at its meeting next

Monday evening, May 9th.
The Workroom Sale.
The sale of articles made at the workroom
was opened at No. 421 Congress street yesterday. The show window of the store was
filled with gay garments for little people,

bright

flowers and

tempting confectionery.

The ladies in charge are gratified by the pattonage which

they

have

received and only
ask the citizens to come in and lexauiine the
articles offered for sale, as they know they
are not urging people
tôt

tobuj;_

charity's

thinp1··ι\~Ι·ΰΐν can find something a^yjarsiléat a fair price which will be
useJaduTisome department of her domestic
sake useless

-aMtfablishment.
The current bills of March and April are
yet to be paid, but if each one will speak
a good word for the sale as he has opportunity the ladies will be able to pay these and
lay by a surplus to begin next winter's work.
The young ladies of St.
Luke's church
will furnish the candy for Tuesday.

Wedding Anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Baker celebrated the
twentieth anniversary of their marriage at
their home en Clark street last evening. An
entertainment, consisting of readings by
Mrs. Anna Day Terry, solos by Mr. Hoach
and Mr. Hennessy, and a duet by Misses
Nellie LeLacheur and Mabel Wiggin, with
Miss Nellie Wiggin as accompanist, contributed to the enjoyment of ttie occasion.
Refreshments were served at a late hour,
after which the company dispersed, wishing
the host and hostess much happiness. The
pleasing entertainment was arranged by Mr
and Mrs. Baker's eldest son, Mr. Chas. J
Baker.

to

Be

Through Warren street, between Middle

and Fore streets.

Through Bracket street, between Congress
and Wilson streets.
Through Stone street, between Cumberland and Oxford streets.
Through Hammond street, between Gould
and Fox streets.
Through Cove street, between Gould and
Fox Gtreets.
Through Lincoln street, beteen Boydl and
Franklin streets.
Also, under the appiapriatlons for Back
Bay Works.
Through Kennebec street, from Parrhk to
Honover street.
Through Kennebec street, from Brattle to
Parris street.

on

appropriations

India, tomorrow and Wednesday afternoons
and evenings. Special opening services will
be held tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. In
the evening there will be a pleasing entertainment, and on Thursday evening the
Boys' Band will furnish the entertainment.
Useful and fancy articles will be on sal·
each afternoon and evening, and supper will
be served both evenings, from 6 to 7 o'clock.
See notice.
The Hattle Maud.
The report that the fishing schooner Hattie Maud of this port, had been fired at by
the Canadian cruiser Vigilant açpused considerable interest and a good many have
been on the lookout for the arrival home of
vessel which is now due here.
As the
captain of the schooner has not given any
notice of the encounter with the cruiser,
there isfmuch doubt whether the Hattie
Maud is the vessel at which the Vigilant
fired, and this feeling is shared by Messrs.
Lewis, Chase and Whitten, the owners.
W. C. T. u.

Mary Woodbridge, one cf the secretaries of the National W. (J. T. U., soon
comes to Maine to give twenty-five addresses
in the larger cities and towns of the State.
She speaks here next Sunday under the auspices of the local W. C. T. U. Mrs. Woodbridge is one of the most effective, and brilliant speakers in the country. She is one of
the leading representatives of the great National Society, and her campaign in Maine
must be productive of great good.
Mrs.

The Underwood Water.
The lame of the Underwood spring water
•ontlnues to spread, and its popularity increases as its merits become known. No
purer water can be found on the face of the
globe, and could it be substituted for the
contaminated liquids that are supplied to

towns and cAtAea their Aenl'mna wauW u
healthier, happier and longer lived. No
more refreshing drink for a hot day can be
found than a bottle of this water

our

charged

Masonic Crand Bodies.
The anuual meetings of the Masonic
Grand Bodies begin in this city today. The
Grand Lodge will meet this morning at 9
o'clock. The Grand Chapter will meet in
the evening. The Grand Council will meet
tomorrow afternoon and the Grand Commandery tomorrow evening. A large number of prominent Masons, among whom was
Fessenden I. Day, Esq., Grand Master of
the State, arrived yesterday afternoon and
last evening.
House Sanitation.
The lecture by Mr. E. C. Jordan, C. E., at
the Natural History rooms tomorrow evening upon house sanitation treats of a subject
in which everybody should take an
Interest,
and of which Mr. Jordan is well qualified to
speak. Tickets may be secured at Stock-

bridge's.

A Pleasant Custom.
W. L. Wilson & Co. and their employes
had their annual dinner at the Merchants'

Exchange Hotel last evening, and an excellent repast was enjoyed by the company,
numbering twelve persons. The dinner is
given every year when the firm is taking its
annual account of stock.
Cumberland Farmers' Club.
The Cumberland Farmers' Club will bold
their next annual fair the 21st and 22d of
September, 1887. New and improved sheds
will be built for trotting horses and other
improvements made during the summer on
the grounds.

have

held six meetings, at which they have had
presented to them by the different city departments estimates of the amount desired
in their departments lor the current year.
These estimates amounted ift the aggregate
to #841,000 exclusive of any
appropriation for
the constmction of the marginal way. which
it is desirable to undertake this year, both to
remedy the Back Bay nuisance, and, also,
to utilize the material obtainable from dredging the ship channel.
As the amount of money assessed for taxation last year was only $720,000, it was at
once apparent that, however desirable it
might be for the various committees to expend the sums estimated as necessary.for
their departments, it could not be appropriated to them without perceptibly Increasing the rate of taxation. Any increase in taxation was not deemed judicious, in the absence of any imperative necessity, and therefore the committee applied themselves to a
careful consideration in detail of all the anticipated needs of the various departments,
consuming much time and labor. As a
result of tneir examination, they recommend

Through Pearl street extension from Somerset street, to proposed new channel.
Notice was given that a hearing will be
given in the Aldermen's room, June 6, at 1.30
p. m.
SPECIAL

W. R. Garland, on

suppose that the city
valuation has increased during the past year,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The reports of the city treasurer and the
trustees of Evergreen Cemetery were referred to the finance committee for examination.
The city treasurer was authorized to hire
money not exceeding 835,000 per month.
The city auditor was authorized to report
in nrint ami include in h!a rpnnrf
™
port of the subordinate city oftteers, commissioners and boards made to the city
council.
The city treasurer was ordered to make
entry to recover land sold M. M. Kiggs and
Alfred L. Turner for not fulfilling condi-

in which case we may expect a somewhat
lower rate of taxation this year than last.
This result will be
accomplished without
weakening the resources of any department,
besides providing among other things for the
construction of many needed sewers, especially at the West End ; for the completion of
the Carroll street school house ; the proper
ventilation and heating of the high school ;
the reconstruction of the sewerage system
in the City Hall ; the final extension of the
Somerset street Intercepting sewer into tide
water ; the erection of a stable and purchase
of a team for the police signal system ; the
laying of eight thousand yards of granite
pavement, and the construction of the marginal way from Deering bridge to Gould's
wharf, which will result in the prompt filling
up by individul owners of that section of the

tional their deeds.
The bond of Joshua L. Taylor for $1200,
as collector of house and fish offal, was approved. The sureties are Edward Fletcher
and Eleazer A. Crowell.
The Portland Water Company, proposing
to increase the capacity of their reservoir
from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000 gallons, requested
a conference with the City Council on matters affecting both the company and the
city.
The city treasurer was order to pay John
M. Peck $300 to assist the Grand Army posts
in celebrating Memorial Day.
The city treasurer was ordered to pay
Drummond & Drummond $500 for legal service in connection with the P. and O. Rail-

wmcn most

complaint now arises,
adding also uiuch taxable valuation to our
city. The committee on appropriations desire to express their thanks to the different
departments of the city government for thoir
hearty acquiescence in tne reduction of their
estimates to such estimates as was recommended should be allowed them.
On motion of Alderman Smith, It was voted
to take up the items separately.
When the sewer appropriations was
reached, Mr. Smith said it was desirable to
get along as economically as possible, but
that considering the state of the
sewerage
system he thought it the best policy to start
in other directions and lay out more on the
drains and sewers. He moved to add $3500
to the appropriation.
The Mayor explained tliat the committee
on appropriations gave all the
money that
the committee on drains and sewers (ffeï
for.
Alderman Marks said the committee de-

road.

The report of the joint standing committee
laying out new streets reported in favor
of the acceptance of Ο street as laid out,
awarding no damages. Report accepted and
order passed accordingly.
Aldermen Gatley,
McMahon and Smith
were appointed on the part of this board as
members of the joint special committee to
consider the
of selling the city's
on

gas stofV-

—x'apers from the lower BoMdTcceived
current action.
*.
The Board adjourned.

make as

large appropriations for
possible. The amount is nearly
three times as large as last year, and he con-

The following petitions
referred :

make.

street.
Of W. L. Blake & Co., to store petroleum.
Of J. W. Deering, Ν. M. Perkins, T. B.
Davis, Gilbert L. Bailey, Smith, Tibbetts <fe
Co., and Emery & Waterhouse, to sell gun

Alderman Kicker believed the necessities
of the case demanded larger expenditures
than ever before.
The Mayor suggested that if need be the
sewer committee could fall back
upon the
contingent fund.
Alderman Wilson, while endorsing all that
had been said of the necessity of
large
expenditure, said he did not believe in increasing the appropriations a cent.
He
thought perhaps the amount for sewers
might be raised by cutting down the city
building and the contingent items, say $1000

powder.

Of the following for permission to erect
wooden buildings on the streets named :
Warren street; Eliza M.
CatherineLooney,
Dow, 5!) Merrill street; Dennis Madigan,
corner of
Greenleaf and Everett streets;
Isaac Littlejobn, Congress street; ffrn. J.
Cowe, 62 Adams street; John J. Abbott, 5<i
Adams street; W. H. Sargent, Smith street;
J. L. Hutchinson, 213 St. John street; John
D. Houghton, 65 North street ; F. E. Dockerty, 230 High street; S. C. Dyer & Co.,
Deake's Wharf ; Geo. H. Buxton, 554 Cumberland street; John IE. Noyes, Melbourne
new

each.

Alderman Smith adopted the suggestion

and amended his motion so as to add
$3000
to the sewer appropriation.
The Mayor said they would try to run the

Of R. C. St John & Co., forlicense to keep
a pool table.
Of Hugh F. F|ynn for pool table license.
Of Patrick O'Malley for license as pawnbroker.
Of Nancy Davis, F. A. Leavitt, W. W.
Ruby, Henry E. LaRose, George J. Hodgson, Geo. S. Hay, Hugh F. Fiynn, Solomon
Chenery, Peter Keegan, Thomas McDonald,
Simeon Tracy, J. G. Hammond, J. L. Gibbs,

city building as low as the city government
would fix the appropriation. Last year, he

said, there was more work done on the county side than was calculated on, and the consequence was a deficlenty of about $500 to
make up.
The gas bills were no smaller,
and there were tue electric lights in addition.
The higher cost ef coal this year would
make an addition of several hundred dollars
to last year's coal bill. The boilers had been
in the building ever since the great fire, and
καυα

icpntiuig

badly

and

needs

restating.

70,600,00

School·
Schoolfor the Deaf
Salaries
State Reform School
Support of Poor
Streets. Sidewalks and Bridges

21,206.00

1,200.00
30,000.00

Taxes, county
Taxes, State
Water and hydrants
Back Bay Sewer and Works
School House (new)
Schools (special)
Evergreen Cemetery
City Building, Drains
Marginal Way construction on Back
Bay
Total
Estimated Income

1,100.00
24,800.00
(12,000.00

23,722.30

83,788.53
7,500.00

7,600.00

14,000.00
4,000.00
1,000.00
6,000.00

13,000.00

.$780,280.83
79,230.00

H.

victuallers.

were

Harbor
300.00
Health
3,OOU.OO
Interest on trust funds, etc
4,780.00
Bonded interest (exclusive of Building Loan)
212,405.00
Police Salaries
31,450.00
Police Contingent
4,000.00
Public Buildings
6,000.00
and
Printing
Stationery
2,000.00
Reserve Fund
5,000.00

Of R. C. St. John & Co., ior license to
keep a pool table.
On request of the board of health it was
voted to refer to the committee on drains
and sewers, with power, a petition of James
P. Baxter,
that temporary provision be
made to remedy the unsanitary condition of
the premises at the corner of Oak and Congress streets.
Of D. W. Borry and others, for Huntress
street to be laid out.
Of A. U. Sweetsir and others, for the removal of an electric light pole at 544 Congress street.

1

Of the Maine Central Railroad, for change
of grade of Congress street from Oilman to
Hemlock streets.
Of the Portland Railroad Company, to
construct a double track on Congress street
from Park street to the Maine Central statien, and from Pearl to Atlantic; and on
Middle street, from Market square to the
Post Office.
Of B. F. Noble and others, for grading
Sheridan street.
Of Electric Light
Company, for permission to lay conduits for incandescent house

lighting.
Of

J.

Hatch,

sewer.

Of

$718,050.83

for permission

to enter

Howes, Hilton

& Harris and others, for
a sidewalk on Salem street.
Referred.
Of W. R. Garland, for damage by defect in
sewer on Cherry street.
Referred.
Of G. A. Hatch and another, for drainage
of Hancock court. Referred.
Of F. J. Muller, for license as an inn-

holder.
Of J. E. Martin, for license
holder.

as

an

inn-

In Board of Common Council.
The Board came to order at the call of

President
Peck.

Hobbs.

Absent,

Councilman

UNIMPROVED REAL ESTATE.
Mr. Spring introduced an order directing
the committee on unimproved real estate to
city
report
regular
meeting the names of purchasers who hare
not compiled with the requirements in regard to the erection of dwelling houses
thereon, and the situations of their lots. The
order passed and was sent up.
ιο

me

THE

Amount to be provided for

VUlilllliEIiaUl,

Frost, Margaret Higgius, Peter
BorKlun, Henry B. Shaw, Edmund H. Kich,
T. B. Percy, Andrew M.Winchester, Wm.
Gardner and Wm. L. L. QUI, for licenses as

It leak*

Repairs

SchooliSalaries

Jasper

vamuujuU)

Aj.|

uHiuuvi

year.

needed badly in the police station. The
committee had made the .figures tor the building as low as possible, in order to give all
that they could to the sew$r fund.
Alderman Wilson, · speaking of the tax
discount item, thought it would be better to
do away with discount altogether and
face value, with interest after thirty charge
days.
The Mayor said the advantage was
that
the discount induced the prompt payment of
about $500,000 on the first of
and
October,
put the Treasurer in receipt of funds without which he would have to borrow.
Mr. Smith's motion to increase the item
of
$13.000 for drains and sewers to 815,000 prevailed, and the rest of the items were accepted without change. The bill as passed
stands as follows :
Advertising
$ 1,100.00
City Debt
30,785.00
City building
12,000.00
Cemeteries and Public Grounds
2,000.00
Contingent Expenses
19,500.00
Drains and Sewers
m«AAiint
in
Te»»"
16,000.00
Discount In Taxes
β'λΧλ',qq
Damages on Streets
l'SK',
±>WV·'.00
umi
Deerlng's
IUK 1 Oaks...
31000.00
Electrical Appliances
2,500.00
Fire Department.
18,000.00
Fire Department Salaries
21,500 00
Street Lights
26,500.00

read and

Of Woodbury & Latham, to store and sell
petroleum.
Of W. II. Chapman to erect and maintain
stationary engine and boiler at 253 Federal

sidered that under all circumstances the
appropriation was as liberal as was prudent to

>νβα

were

uouncu at us next

CITY'S

OAS STOCK.

Mr. Spring introduced an order providing
for the appointment of > committee from
It was ordered that the
give this Board, with such as the Aldermen might
citjr treasurer
to consider the expediency of the city's
UQUtti tOUUlj join,
tions :
selling its gas stock and applying the proJohn W. Winchenbach, lot on St. John
ceeds to the payment of the city's debt as it
street, at 9 cents a square foot.
falls due. The order passed, and Messrs.
James Mills, lot on St. John
5000 Spring, Abbott, JLaughlin, King and Hutchstreet,
at
9
square feet,
inson were appointed such committee on
cents.;
Frederick A. Clark, 5,400 feet, at 9 cents.
behalf of this Board.
Caleb P. Woodbury, two lots on Β street,
THE MAYOR'S SALARY.
of 6,495 and 5,847 feet respectively, at
12J
Mr. Spring introduced an order fixing the
cents.
salary of the Mayor at 82500 per annum.
William Ilaggett, lot on St. John
street, Mr. Spring said that this simply restored
the
5000 feet, at 9 cents.
where it had been before the resalary
P.
Charles
Waldron, lot on St. John street ductionto and
was no more than should be
6300 feet, at 9 cents.
paid the Mayor in consideration of the many
MINOR CITY OFFICERS.
demands made upon him.
The following appointments were conThe order was laid upon the table, upon
firmed:
motion of Mr. Abbott. It was understood
that the Mayor would veto the order if it
Member of Police Examining Board for Three
Years—John F. Thompson.
was given a passage.
Back Bay Commission—Joseph W. Symonds,
OTHER BUSINESS.
Prentiss Luring and Jared A. Smith.
The petition of A. A. Dinunock and others
Liquor Agent—Oren King.
Inspector of Vinegar and Milk—Henry T. Cum- for an arc light on the corner of Weymouth
mlngi.
and Portland streets, introduced by Mr. McInspector of Petroleum—F. H. Cloves.
Glautlin, was referred to the committee on
Inspector of Gas Meters—Robert B. Swift.
street lamps.
Trustee ol Evergreen Cemetery—J. J. (ierrish.
The salary bill was passed in concurrence,
PORTLAND PIER.
upon motion of Mr. Abbott.
Notice was received of the intention to lay
Other papers from the upper Board reout a highway on Portland Pier. This noceived concurrent action.
tice is in pursuance of an order from the
The Board adjourned.
BALK OF LAND.

—

v..

vuv

Supreme Judicial Court, directing that the
Commissioners of Cumberland county shall

meet on Portland Pier on Tuesday, May 17th.
at 10 a. m., for the purpose of locating and
establishing a highway and ferry landing on
the pier, and to assess the damages occasioned thereby.
It was voted that the mayor,
city solicitor and city civil engineer be present and represent the city's interest.
POLICE MATRON.

It was ordered that In accordance with the
petition of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, the sum of $200 be spent, under
direction of the committee on police, towards
paying the salary of a police matron.
STATE PENSIONS.

It

ordered that the committee on State
and hereby is authorized to emclerk te prepare
papers and attend to
correspondence, at a snlary not to exceed
8100 per annum.
NEW DRAINS AND SEWERS.
On recommendation of the committee on
was

pensieni be,
ploy

a

drains and

sewers

It

was

ordered that notlc·

Society of Natural History.
Rev. Dr. Bolles oi Salem, Mass., gave

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds :
Portland—Betsey E. Trowbridge to Henry K.
Trowbridge, Melrose, Mass., aud others. Lot of
laud known as the "Sweet property ; lot of land

between Parrls and Brattle streets ; also lot of
laud known as the 'Seavey" lot. Consideration,
»1 etc.
Henry E. Trowbridge, Melrose, Mass., and others to Betsey E. Trowbridge, Portland, Me.
Loi
of land known as the "Stewart" property, southwesterly side of Mechanic street. Consideration,
#500.
Betsey E. Trowbridge to Uzzle M. Fenley.
Land known as the Stewart property, situated on
southwesterly side of Mechanic street. Consider·
atlon $1 etc.
Deering—Joseph F, Marston to Henry J. Davis,
real estate, f 100 and other consideration.
Westbrook—John C. Knlglit et als to Emma f.
Gustin, real estate. #350.
New Gloucester—Lois A. William to William
Warren Witliam, real estate, $450.
Naples—Zebulon Jackson to Mary A. Make,
real estate. $50.

!»F.W

IDVKRTINKiiEVTN.

NEW

instructive and liumerous lecture last eveAfter a
on collectors and collecting.
brief introduction and after speaking of the

ENGLAND

fascinatian of bunting for tbe tiling wanted,
be advised bis hearers to try the collecting < t
something if it is only pins or visiting cards
that vhey may see what genius there is in
the world of art and design. Some get their
collections without money and without price,
but the majority of collcctors put time,
study, patience and judgment as well as
money into their collections. The speaker
described bis visit to the remarkable collection made by Samuel Pepys 200 years ago of
broadsides, ballads, etc., now very cirefully

kept

LEAGUE
mit

What are called "extra illuminated" books
tbe receptacles of many things choice
and rare, but too often these books are made
by ruining others or even by pillagiug the
choice collections of other enthusiasts. He
spoke of a copy of Longfellow's Dante, thus
illuminated by binding in with tbe original
everything else of picturing or text that
The work thus exillustrates the snbject
sold for $1,000. A copy of
tended was
Shakespeare was spoken of that was extensively illustrated at a cost to Its owner of
$22,000, and still another book was in the
liodelian library which was published in
eight volumes has been extended and illuminated tu 07 and valued at $00,000. Among
others strange
collections, noted by the
speaker is that of 12,000 portraits of tbe
Yirgin Mary. The meanest thief is that e*e

choice passages wherewith to illuminate
the work he is making. Americans are reputed the most miscellaneous a»d moneyscattering of all collectors. Whenever the
passion for any particular thing becomes
extensive, counterfeit goods of that line are
immediately offered, coins, prints, pottery,
fossils, Indian relics, etc., etc., have been
made there by tbe thousands and sold
to the unsuspecting. A collection of counterfeited articles has also been made by an
enthusiastic Englishman.
or

.mamm

Ofei

·

BASE
BALL

-

RETURNS·

are

who goes around from library to library under pretence of consulting some work of
value and cuts out the title page, pictures

+

Boys' "Star" Shirt Waists, selling

-nnRHtl.K
Nice house
F
Cumberland. Grove,

one

27-1

at

3"1

St., near High,

Fine Black Dress Coods Sale.

more

you

you

are

of

ours can
are

make them
all

seem.

fresh,

and

new

worth your consideration.
Sebastopol is the warlike

name

of

Black

Fronch Dress Goods that is

taking

the dress

the summer

room In western part ol
storing (urnlture (or
longer If required. Address F.,

or

Tills Ofllce.

39-1

run-

ning the long way of the cloth causing it to drape effectively, 40 to 44
inches wide. The shade and general
effect of this material are "perfectly
lovely," not "perfectly lovely" in
your daughter's High School girl
patois, but in the genuine mature

good agents (ladles'
WANTED—Two
gents') to solicit orders in this city and
berbs (or the celebrated singer
Machines;

or
su-

Sewing

good pay (or active parties ; none others need at>ply. At the COMPANY'S OFFICE, 21 Free St.,
3-1
1'ortlaiid, Maine.

ETT,

—*1 .SWvT'\tl'«vYiïTiï('.

bearing, in fact

Xafl'eta Gloves 45

cts.

-The entire floor No. 265 Middle
Street, directly over the Boston and Portland
clothing store, has been successfully occupied for
years by wholesale fancy goods dealers: wide en
trance, good light front and rear, and freight
elevator. BENJAMIN 811 AW, 48Vi Exchange
Ο Κ KENT

F
st.

Closing out Prices on
eralllots of Dress Coods.

sev-

apr28

LET-House
TOtage,
the Shore
on the

one

mate,

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists, $1 : six for |i>. Prepared
by C. L HOOD 4 CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

Sebastopol family,

Styles.
Decorations

a

Specialty.

DoJIar.
wlvnrm

OF THE

LET—In western part of city, a front
chamber, with large alcove, bay window lire
place and furnace heat, very pleasant. Also a
smaller r<x>m adjoining If desired. Address LETTEE CARRIER IB.
27-1

apr23

-IS

eod2m

Positively Cured by
these little fille. I

is one hundrd cents in every 30 inch-

also relieve Dfc|
They
from Dyspepsia,'
.Indigestion andToq
lioerty Eating. A
feet

es

of it.

ing

remedy for S
neea, Nausea, Drowetl
tacse, Bad Taste in thq

a name as

long

as a

bleman's and almost

Mouth, Coated T<
JP a I η in llio Blde/Jfcc.

Goods, hav-

Russian No-

as

hubbley,

is

"Drap Diagonal," it is of the Serge
dynasty, but somewhat more top-lof-

the Bow-

find prevent Constt

ty and grand, having a clear even
bias twill, the shad· is perfect, and

and Pllea. The email «tari'ieusicst to taba.
patlopone
a done.

40inavinl, PnrelyYee·
cents. Gvinlsby jnuiliorîl.ljô

6,agsco"

the material all that could be desired.

Price 60 cents

yard.
And then there is Black Cashmere

which will

for

inaySdBt

Japanese

These are tine finished, desirable
for trimming, and would usually

sell fer 50 cents.

I

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
dit

mays

MjHÂUprç

go

out of

fashion

until bread and butter does.
We hare noble Cashmeres for 50,
75 cents and upwards, all wool of
Also fine Cotton Warp Cashand Diagonals, 36 inches wide

course.

LWMENT

for 25 cents.

Samples of

any

DR. R. T.

No. 11 ITlyrtle St., Opp. City llall,
where he will treat In a safe and natural
manner,

All Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities.
Call nt hi* Office and eel hi· Circular.
Persons unable to visit him at his office will be
waited upon at their residence. Kemember the
Dumber,
11 9IVRTLE MTKKKT.
dim
myS

DR. J. B. O'NEIL,

mum)
99

my3

Office

High St.,

bourn, IO to I'i

my3

Cor.

The

o.

7 loft p.

SEA AND

W.

'■*

in.,

to

na.

4

Hatter,

Turtifilw afruot

Innlvtn

I.

I)

M

TPANTED-A capable girl for general liouNeTT
work. MHS. LAKKABEE, 76Ï Congress
8-1
street.

MWKAT

op

20-tl

TO

J-ET.
two

Standard Rosen,
Shrubs Rhododendrons ftc., &<·.
dlw J
may3

house

work,

Apply at 117
2-1

capable girl for general housework. Ketereuces reoulred.
Au28-1
ply at house 367 Spring street.
WASTKD

GIKI.

A

a middle aged
American
WANTKD—By
woman, a plate
working housekeeper In
widower's
U>
as

dress M.

take care of children. Adfamily, or
18-4
E., Box Sue, C'ampello, Mass.

renewed my lease of
WANTBD—Having
McCobb House, No, 112 Free St., and
1

the
new-

can
now accommoly furnished it throughout,
date a few more boarders, also a fen table boarders. C. I. KIMBALL.
23 tf

WAHITID.
to know that there Is
WANT·»—Everybody
Cash Shoe Store at 233 York St., where
a

can buy Boots and Shoes 20 per cent, cheaper than anywhere else.to tftVn. C. A. BAKNU M.
233 York St.
,34M

they

customers to know (hat ikrf
WAI*TBU._our
hav^ their old Domestic stove Poltsn
boxes refilled
can

—

WANTED
I
U.
Press Office.
price.

a..

28-1

gold and silver tor manufac-

Wt.XTKD-ni<!
turing purposes,
cash

for which

we

will

pay

highest
prices, or exchange tor watches,
jewelry, silverware, etc, at National Loan Office,
4tKt Congress St.. Portland, Me.
B. SCHRYV EK,
21-4
Proprietor.

cash prices paid for cast
off clothing, ladles' or gents' ; or exchauge
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M. PEU BOOT" Perry House, Portland, M-.
6-4

WANT·»—Highest

near from Mark Kyder.
V1JANT·»—To
T» dress to his
of

sister,

AdDoctor H. II. Mar
8-4

care

tin, Box 633, St. Augustine. Fla.

HARKKM
wrKD 20 cents
will be paid until further notice. CJOUDY &
FI.OIK
Pearl St.

KENT.

MALE—8ltuated at West End,
on Danforth,
Spring, Fletcher, Orchard,
Vaughn and Clifford Streets; the land Is high ami
well drained ; the above will be sold low and payments made easy. Apply to E. C. HEKSEY. 33U
Danforth St.
2-1

llMt

FOR

LOTH

HALF—Eggs for hatching from Wvandottes, Plymouth Rock (Hawkins) Rose
Comb Brown Leghorns, Rose Comb White Leghorns, (Forbes) Dark Brahma. Pekln Du<*ks, at
setting of 13 except Ducks eggs 9 ; packed
ÎI1or per
express jl.26 per setting. For sale by C. K.
HAWES,, No. 431 Congress street, Portland or
30-1
Knlghtvllle, Maine.

FOR

UOOrKAI«D SHOF* for Ladies. Gents,
I > Misses and Children, at BROWN'S New
Store, 461 Congress St.. Clapp's Block. Λ large
and varied assortment In all the leadidg styles.
MALE—Λ very desirable two story
£ dwelling, containing 14 rooms, besides two
bath rooms : house is arranged expressly for two
families ; this property is situated near Franklin
street, on Cumberland, and Is first class, either for
Investment or to occupy: immediate possession.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
ροκ

MALE.—A pledkant sunny house, near
State street; contains nine rooms, double parlors, dining room and kitchen, with five chambers ; on the corner of two streets. A good house
for a moderate price. For further particulars apply to N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.

FOR

WANTED.
makers, steady work ami good pay. Apply at once to GEO. H. YORK, Merchant
Tailor, woodfords. Me.
aorSSdtf

COAT

πΐΗ€ Ε LLAKI KO en.

New Uoods! Fine Boots and
NSW
Shoes, all grades, all styles, all prices, at
401
ΝΤΟΒΚ:

BROWN'S,
Congress St., 8li«n of Gold Hoot,
2tM
directly opposite Kendall & Whitney.

POIND-At MITCHELL S 6 cent store, 620

M.
Congress St., garden sets, base balls, rubber
balls, hanuuocks, carts, doll carriages, crochet
sets, vases, bird cages, tool chest*, baskets,
sponges, wall pockets, with a full line of tin, glass
and crockery ; goods delivered.
30-1

M

EDUCATIONAL.

*

Λ L

B.

F.

boot

ever

put

on

popular

the market. The

street boot for ladies and gentlemen. Call and see

them.

Mlraography.

A. L. Sawjet.537

Congress St.. Portland.

Me.

KID GLOVES.

MALE.—House No. 236 Oxford
FOR
Enquire of J. B. DUNBAR, No. 264
street.

A Big Drive atBarrah's.The Lament Hale
of Kid Gloves Ever Offered in the State.

Illustrated with 300

MALE—A newly painted light running
will be sold at a bargain. F. W.
St.
27-1

FOR
express;

story house,
Florence St..
Woodfords, nine rooms and plenty of closets and
cupboards, conveniently arranged and in good order; will be sold cheap. In<ιuIre on the premises
or at No. 41 Exchange St., Portland.
J. C. PETTÏNG1LL.
26-2
on

MTORK FOR BALE.-The owner
DHUO
being obliged to leave
time, will sell at
some

large discount, store well established lu a large
manufacturing village ; sales from «20 to *30 per

a

η ill sell witmn
uay. moi·* aim nxiures >ϊ2υυ.
30 days for 31500. It will bear Investigation and
I will convince any man that It pays well. Address CASH, care Press Office
20-3

LB-A story and half Cottage House,
8 looms, Sebago water, Sic,
FOR
within
few
minutes walk of
νA

;

M. G. PALMER
ap25

Contres»

St.
dtl

the Park.

office.

PIANO
>■

COB HALK
'■

Κ «Al.K

—

ΙΛΟ provements;
at

541

We wish to call attention to tne fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
ami Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
Tbe garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are un·
shrinking. We warrant good lltting
and comfortable garments.

η

MORSE,
Portland
Vicinity,
DUNN,

M.

Dm

HAS REMOVED TO 702 CONGRESS STREET.
ui.

Telephone No, 313 F.

a

Address U.

H. I-,
ap20tf

A seven octave
4l>u'i it Till"*
—

50 dozen Ladles' Mous. Suede Gloves,
«•Hutton length worth $2.00, for$1.00.
50 dozen 5-Button Enib. Suedes worth
2.00, for $1.00.
2ό dozen Pinked Tops Emb. Kids in
all the new Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
Cor 65 cents.
25 dozen Ladies' P. K. Kids, Emb.
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
50 dozen tients' French Kid («lores
worth $1.75, for 05 cents.
22 dozen 14-Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for only 00 cents.
To give all of our customers the bene·
At of the low prices we shall limit thi
sale to one pair to each customer.

piano

DARRAH'S

IHMny

Brick house, with modern Imfor further particulars inquire

209 NEWBURY STREET.

19-2

και.β OBITO BK LET -House, containing 12 rooms, exclusive of bath room,
Se. ; lot 40x8» ; in good location ; bouse In
rst-class condition ; excellent drainage ; gas and
Sebago. For terms apply to WILLIAM Κ. ΝΚΛΙ-,
89 Exchange street.
13-tf

FOB

Kid

Santry,

mile of Grand
and four miles
place for one wishsummer ; fine location

IjtOB
Trunk Depot, In

from Portland ; very
ing to live In the country In
Enquire of H. 1'. MKHKIL1.,

4β:ΐ
UEERIXU

one

Falmouth,
desirable
on

the place.

12-4

Glove

mar 10

M. E.

FAIRWEATHER,

Mo. 8 Elm Street.

lanS

ittl

MDSE FREE.

COE,
The Hatter,
lias his own delivery wagon, and all Roods
bought
at his store can be delivered free at a
moment's
notice, Will send to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland
Mills, Saccarappa and Deering free.

Congre*!* St.,

ril II Κ regular monthly
mating will be held at
A the Club House, on WBDNK8DAY»
May 4tli,

at 8 p.

m.

iuay2

UEO. I). BAND, secretary.
dist

eodtf

LADIES

ROBEKT ΒYRON, 96 tons register ; ha* recently had large repairs ; new sails
and standing rigging. Apply to
ap30dtf
CHASE, I.EAVITT & CO.

SCHOONER

For Sale

or

AND

To Let,

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
bouse on Fine street, uear Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitcheu, bath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, fire places In
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators, newly painted
and papered throughout ; area of lot 4,000 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS A
dec24dtf
ADAMS. No. 22 Exchange at.
VAB3I FOB HALK OB TO LUT.
small farm for sale or to let, containing about
ten acres of good land In a high state of
cultivation, situated In Falmouth on the Gray
road, about five miles from Portland ; two story
kouse, barn nearly new. and all the buildings In
excellent repair· Enquire of EDWIN L.DYEK,
No. 896 Congress St.
marSldtt

A

COASTING VESSELS FOR SALE.
Two vessels, of about TO tons each, well adapted for the coasting business, and In good order,
Will be sold low. Inquire o(

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
PORTLAND, ne.

apr20-tf

FOR SALE.

eod tf

Portland Yachl C lui».

POKTLAXO.

FOR SALE.

197 Middle St.
apie

Store,

BLOCi,

CENTS

A

and

Engravings.

street.

Middle
2S-1

SPARROW, 50 Exchange

Fress

LAMDr

Office Hour* from 1.30 lo 4
p.

my3eodlm*

■'•rllanil Mi hool ·(

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent (ort be 4'aligrmp I

buy nice,durable school
Shoes, at BROWN'S New Store, cheaper
than elsewhere. Sign ol Gold Boot, 401 Congress
St., Clapp.s Block.
29-1
you can

one and a half
FOR MALE—A
Ave years ago, situated

liliving the largest sale of any

most

dlw·

Sole Agent for Cltv ol
and
Variety Store. 578 Congress 8'reet, opposite City
Hotel·
may3d3l«
end It

free* and Plant*,

—

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
Mussey's Row, Middle street; also one store on

_____

lias them, with Brown Blues and raits o( new

Spring.

Author of "The World's Wonder," etc.,
etc, ; call
and see it.

Portland, Maine.

MONDAY. May 9th, at 10 and 2.30 o'clock,
at our salesroom, 18 Exchange street, wo
sball sell from the nurseries of C. Van Her, Baskoop, Holland, about 1000 lots of choice

WANT

MOTHERS,

COE.

slum,

By J· W. KIEL,

Middle Street,

^

Physician,

Would respectfully Inform the citizens of Portland and the neighboring towns that he
has returned and. Is located at

A New Book.

HORATIO STAPLES,

1

WILDE,

The Natoral Maguetie

of our

goods sent by mail free.

&c.,

BY AUCTION.

—

8ALB—Farm within

60,

meres

the very latest colors, and

COMBINATION GARIEMTS.

a

never

ROSES,

28-1

We shall sell TO-DAY three hunBaskets, suitable for Work, Flowers or Cards.

dred nice

family.

A curious Black Dress

are

Middle St.
BASKETS 197
Waukenphast Boots
13 CENTS,

then another

tees

WANTED—A
111 a desirable
τ

or

fine
York Boots, and Gentleat popular prices.
BROWN, Sign
Boot, 4til Congress St.,
Kendall
&
20-1
Whitney.
opposite

BROWN

are

cord, you will like it.
The price is $1.00 a yard, and there

AUCTIONEERS.

for io cents If returned.
Mouey
building lot, saved belter «h.■■
earned. Must be some 8(MK> lu
locatl»wi—τη—rviilMiiil il r I
γ
!luw
Is the time. Hemcmber the place—
[.«tWflW·
I staple nieWISBlkliewrlBanufactiirers' prices. Ap- 1 1H Feowal street.
28-1
ply to or address Ε. E. LING, 11 Sliver street,
27-1
city.
KO—Lett of clothing; very highest
cash price paid; ladles anil gentlemen waitRENT—On line of horse cars, Deerlng,
ed upon at their residence.
Address MRS. S.,
Stevens Plains Ave,;two story house, 10
No. IBM Federal street, Portland, Me.
Ν. B.—
rooms, cistern and sebago water; price |20<> per
Also
28-3
carpets.
-ear.
Enquire On the premises, or of ¥. M.
Me.
ΒOUGHTON, Deerlng,
l-tl
Power
Parties having
the
same, with or without room, addre.ss.suimg
house and laud,

New
men's fine Jersey goods
LAD1EM'
of Gold

styles.

is allied to

then a 1-4 inch space of fine

1

GOLDEN
and Mouse

—

about as thick as No. 8 Spool

« HEADACHB

Ν

new

two,
Cotton,
weaving,

both single and double. This lot Is from a retailer's stock and coutalns some Sne specimens of
custom work.
At I ■ •'cletk, 93 Carriages, consisting of
Corning and Piano Box Top Buggies. Phaetons,
Surrys, Carryall», Open Buggies, Beach and Express Wagons. The»e carriages are sold on account of manufacturers, and will be sold without
reserve.
The attention of dealers Is Invited.
Terms cash. Deposit required.
mayfrllw

LOAM

DPP. PKEBLE IIIIISE.

—

but apparant-

lengthwise

At 10..Ί0. I» llnranin, consisting of One

Driving, Trotting. Express anil Work Harnesses.

TO

FOR MALE-Desirable loam for garden dressing. Will be sold for one dolllara
load at 339 DANFORTH STREET.
2-1

Employ.

(16w

it deserves

cord or

we

promut,
Lap Bob»·, consisting of Imported and
American Wool Robe·, Plush, &c. ; must he closed
;»*

IV

Messrs.
Emerson and
Ross are in Our

ing is done.

Warp,

And not made a messalliance either.
It has a

28-2

LIT-For the summer, a bouse In Cape
KlLzabeth near Thomas Shaw's, of ten Moms,
furnlsuedor unfurnished. Apply of C. K. WOOD27-1
BURY, on the premises.

rOK MAI,κ

Dl RECTIONN:— Simply rub the heated iron
over the
paper and you will be surprised at the
smooth surface and the ease with which your iron-

opening a peculiar Black
Goods, (nameless just now.

married into the

premises.

or
a
laud;
by
of years, either a whole or part, furnished or unfurnished. These premises are situated on the
old Saco road, 3 miles from Portland. Address,
X., Slroudwater, Me.
my2d2w

CEO. M. BOSWORTH,

Especially Designed
Smoothing Irons.

are

'J^h|;|pateriai

beyond Cape CotEnquire of E. C.

mile

road.

on

JORDAN,

*

not a blood relation, seems to have

ly

*a~l

ex-

Manager of the extensive Upholstery Department at Sliepard,
IVorwol
& Co.'s, Winter Street,

j

Sell you the dress now and send the
name later on,-it will arrive by next
the

street.

house,
rooms;
good stable·;
Ice house (oiled) ; heu house ; 16 acres
ANEW
will let
the season
tor
cellent
terni

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.

INDEX SOAP

Henrietta, it isn't their kind.

steamer.)

of

Male

CARRIAGES, HARNESSES, ROBES.
SATURDAY, May 7th, at the Mart, Plum
ON street,
Portland, Me.,
shall sell at 10
o'clock

28-1

Persons looking for cheap pretentious goods, of fair exterior but counterfeit base, may skip Silk Warp

"I liave taken not qulto a bottle ol Hood's Sarsaparllla and must say It Is one ol the best medicines for giving an appetite and regulating tlie digestive organs, that I ever heard of. It did me a
great deal of good."' Mrs. N. A. Stanley, Canastota, Ν. Y.

Exchange

<ltl

Ceiling

—

Price $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 per

v/lllis·

Auction

28-1

KENT—Until October 1st, a newly furnished house In the western portion of the
delightfully located. BENJAMIN SHAW,

WM. P. PREBLE.

Fiue Upholstery and Interior Decorations

I

yard.

We

AUCTIONEERS.

L_

Manufacturer*'

OK

FOK

The Inside Wrapper |_0RING, gHORT |jARM0N.

its name.

Dress

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.

*

2P-1

This Henrietta cloth, like most per-

and Malaria

ground»

on

TO

10 Dozen Very Nice

&

who know instinctively intrinsic value, and can afford to have the best.

and of fine

ON

STREET.

II

New Goods and Latest

my3

selling this Sebastopol at half
cost, we are not, it is worth all we
ask for it, and it's worth no more.
"Henrietta"! There's magic in that
name, pronouncing it conjures up before your mind a Black, close grained,
genteel, well-to-do Dress Frabric of
the aristocratie class, worn mostly by

sonal Henriettas is pure Silk

Sale of Clean, Cigarette*,
Tobacco, by Auction.
FRIDAY, May oth, at to a. m., at rooms.
18 Exchange street, we shall sell a Jobber's
stock, consisting of about 76,000 Clears. 40.000
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Ac. ; stock contains standard
and special brands, and will be sold In lots to suit;
this will be a great chance for bargains. ap30td

tor general
WAKITKB-Olrl
(iootl references required.
FRANKLIN

F

24 Inch Faille Française Silks

Boston.

were

UiStipilUCU

AUCTIONEERS.

-j_

Important

ON

LIT.

LET—Greenwood
Dining Hall.
TOEor
particular* enquire of J. W. BRACKat Peak'» Iilahd.
the
2-1

Τ

Price 75 cents and $1.00. It
would be a tergiversation to say we

Cl(gAUV,

F. 0. BAILEY I CO.,

iinktmt sue w

Garden

sense.

iHUlCi) Ul

a.

m

shall Mil a stock of «couds, consisting of Men β
Youths' aud Hoy»' Suits, Spring
Weight O/ernwts, <>dd 1 ■<«·"» ft»*»·
Vest», large stuck of Hats and CapO*·»"
also Underwear and Furnishing
1·>.?v*·
stock is largely seasonable goods and wUl be sold
without reserve In lots to suit, to close up a bankconcern.
rupt
ajeaote
we

28-1

Full line just received for
a Special Sale·

and would like to advise with his
old friends
and patrons when
they may require his services.

the

a

WEDNESDAY. May 4Ui, at 10
m. and
ON a'%
at salesruoin 18 Exchange »<r*et,
p.

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO..

TO

Begs to notify the public (hat he
is in a position to execute nil
orders for

name.

soft, corded fabric,
welt, which is almost invisible,
It is

"I had been sick for several years, being troubled chiefly with dyspepsia and malaria,
I had
medical attendance but only grew worse, until one
day In February my wife bought me a bottle of
Hood's Sarsaparllla, which seems to have entirely
cured me, as 1 have not been troubled by any ailment since taking It. I consider It a very valua-

npr27dlw·

restaurant of the
27-1

large
WANTED—A
the city, suitable (or

An early selection necessary
to securethe best styles in
the high priced goods,
as they will not be

by storm—hence

wearers

its martial

Biliousness

Coimulln

the

at

koomh.

Assortment of Fine
Novelties in

Large

and

amiable

peaceful,

very

a

&c.,

BV AUCTION.

LKT

Decorator,

puff them the bigger they look—

vastly more attractive to those who
examine them, than any advertising

1 smore general at this season than at any otlier.
The bitter taste, offensive breath, coated tongue,
sick headache, drowsiness, dizziness aud loss ol
appetite make the victim miserable, aud disagree
able to others. Hood's Sarsaparllla combines the
best antl-bllious remedies of the vegetable king
dom, in such proportion as to derive their best
medicinal eliects without the least disturbance to
the whole system. This preparation Is so well
balanced in its actions upon the ailimentary canal,
the liver, the kidneys, the stomach, the bowels
and the circulation of the blood, that it brings
about a healthy action of the entire human organism. restores the appetite, and overcomes that
tired feeling. Try It this season.

tu.

two
;
to work noons,

nine

that's gas.
But the goods mentioned below

years.

Office hour» from 1 to 4 p.
i«ou free.

well recwaitresses that live

B.&M. Κ. K.

Woodford».
8-1

are—that's smoke.
Others are like a baloon. the more

CAPS,

Goods,

sure.

seventeen

PARASOLS

INTERIOR

are like η cigar, the
puff them the smaller they

FurniHliinc;

vn.niiiK hki.p.

GEO.M.BOSWORTH

HORATIO STAPLES.

years 8 months.
lu Pittston, April 23, Jonas Emery, aged 83
years 7 months.
In Fiitstou, April 23, Wllli&m Gould, aged 76
years.
In Gardiner, April 28, John Wllley, aged 85

METAPHYSICIAN,
457 1-2 Congress St., Olapp's Block

home,

or
come

can

one

CAMERON

Prices 75, 50 and 35 Gents.
dlw
mayS

Burial private.

CLOUDMAN,

18

lots on Congress,

HI.OWN—We have a lot of No.
3 Cameron Plows, new and O.K. In every
way, we will sell for less than half the regular
price. THE MAKT, Plum St.
3-1

A

Tickets cxcliangable lor Reserved Seats are
for sale by the members. Box office open
Saturday, May 7th, 8.30 a. in. Exchange tickets lim ted to ten to one person, and cash sales
Ix.

In Fryeburg, April 20, Mrs. Dolly Irish Howe,
aged, 84 years β months.
In South Casco, April 18, Mrs. Mary Jordan,
aged 86 years 7 months.
In West Bethel, April 23, Caleb E. Walker,
In Gardiner, April 11, Eva M. Starblrd, aged 31

The popular remedy for bouse or stable. Instantaneous and infallible. A 1. A Rli Ε ΒΟΙΤΙ,Ε.
AMTIALI, PRICE· All druggists sell It for
26 cts. NELSON & CO., Proprietors, Bosten,
f ebl 6 rrfiStt 1 st,2dor«hpnrm
Mass.

boy (rout

competent man to take charge
WANTED—Λ
of or work on a farm; understands norses
thoroughly. Apply at463 COMMERCIAL. ST.

WILL OPEN TO-DAY

now

At Woodfords, May 1, Frank O. Morrill, aged
23 years 2 months.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
at the residence of Dr. W. B. Morrill, Woodfords.

(Tliey regulate

smart

WANTED—A

SS ST» œ A-Jsgs

off at δϋ and 75

MAY I Oth.

DEATHS.

Doses One

27-1

to 18 yean
of age, to work In a retail grocery store.
Address L. A. P.. This Office.
27-1

Portland Theatre, SilkWaip Henriettas

April 27, Jas. H. Elder of Bangor
and Miss Alice J. llalcy of Topsham.
In Portsmouth, April 25, Charles E. Drake and
Miss Hattie M. Johnston, both of Newcastle, Me.
Iu Sail Francisco, April 10, by Kev. A. B. Meldrum. Henry K. Kuapp of Oakland, Cal., and Lizzie Tryon of l'owual, Me.

viuc,

can

ST., Saccarappa, Me.,

smart boy sixteen
Sherman^St. WANTED—A
that
yeirs old.
omended also
young lady

c Γ. WALDKON, *0 Exchange St.

HATS AND

own

V»

ham.
In Topshatn,

MISS S. G.

who
good machenlst.
WANTKD-A
do bis
forging. Apply at 38 MAIN

city;
48

In Cumberland Mills. April 30, by Kev. Ε. M.
Fred W. West aud Misa Emma M.
Hawkes, both of Westbrook.
In Gray, April 30, by Kev. K. Bean, Alphonse
Fields and Miss Estelfa B. Wood, both of Wind-

Price 25

WA.NTKD-a

duplicated.

Cousins,

etable.

fresco painters and six
house painters, at HANSEN & WALLKY'8,
6ΜΆ Congress street. None bat first class workmen need apply.
3S-1

TurnerBros.

PORTLAND

MARRIACES.

pill

High

or

CLOTHING,

AUKNTM WANTED.

cents.
Fine quality Black Silk Gloves, all sizes, 50 cents.
Desirable styles in Fancy Parasols, Lace Covers for
Children's Carriage Parasols, 25 and 45 cents.
Large assortment Muslin and Lace Caps, for small
Children and Infants.

They

Only

Industrious, reliable man. Bonds required.
Apply C. STAMFIEuD, Boom 37. First National
Bank Building, 67 Exchange street. City.
28-1

Κ OK

an

FOCNO

Good Pearl Buttons, in sizes, desirable for Underwear and Children's Clothing.
Special lot to be sold

Some goods

vuuiiv

D—Salesman can add A. 1
one agent earned $3,400;
F. O. BOX 1.371,
29-2

KO—An energetic man ; a good collecroute vacant. A bon a fled opening

WANT
tion
for

that better carralges are being sol#
at MAItT, PLUM STKEKT, than elsewhere
In the city; a larger assortment of styles; they
are agents for many of the best New
England
builders, thereby securing styles not to be found
elsewhere.
3-1

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

Dr. F. E. Baxter (Mental Scientist), by request, has returned to this city for a few
weeks, taking rooms at No. 11 Brown street.

Si

New York.

$2,000

St., (near
LIT—Union Hall.
TO
St.,) to parties desiring a convenient and
concerts
suitable
rehearsals

TO

gave

SVER

over

WITH HOAKD- Furnished
front room on second floor, Until July 1st, at
101 FREE STREET.
3-1

NOTES.

ITTLE

WΑΝ ΤΕ

lise small samples ;
HKLP
others
in 1886.

smart young man wants a
position on a (arm ; able to take charge It
required- Apply to-day at 453 COMMERCIAL
8T.
28-1

SEELY,

The company of Portland amateurs that
Chimes of Normandy a few weeks ago
ave voted to bring out "The Doctor of Alcantara" next fall, liehearsals will begin at
once.
This opera is by Β. E. Wolff anil Julius Elchberg and has never been produced
here.
The opera, "Doctor of Alcantara," has
been received at Stockbridge's.

JCARTER'S

WANTED—A

COMPART.

£<,

2-1

situation by an honest and
strictly temperate young man, as general
servant or to work oil a farm, {inquire at 57
29-1
8PB1NG ST.

a

early.

.100

WAMTKD-An

a

The seats are going fast at the Portland
Theatre for the performances Wednesday
and Thursday evenings of Hoodman Blind.
The play is one of the popular inelo-dramas
whicli are always greeted with large houses
and care should be taken to secure tickets

aprl

experience (arm laborer to
work on a farm near Stroudwater, with
wife to do housework ; references required. Also
two experienced can makers. Apply at once to
LKCCIES ΡΗΓΝΝΒΥ, Stroudwater. Me.

AUCTIONEERS.

BAIHRITr ΗΤΟΙ

3-1

street.

sit3AI.E—Wyandotte egg 75 cents
FIOK
ting, will send by express fur $1.00 sitting.
L.
Rackllff

HOODMAN BLIND.

Hood's

furnish city references.
Address P. K., Care Carrier No. 5, Kxchange

experience:

3-1

Will offer 110 bats or other prizes to the New England League, but offers to each
and all members the columns of Its paper, with the assurance that complete and
correct returns of all games played by the League during the coming season will
be fully reported every morniug·
The BOSTON HERALD prefers spending its money in maintaining its recognized
stand at the head of New Eugland Newspapers rather than resorting to the offer·
ing of prizes to Increase its circulation.

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.,

Assistant
WANTED-Young
some
can

WANTED-'Three

Free

THE BOSTON HERALD

The Boston Concert Company will give an
jn
çjjy Hall
a&i&ySttflT çuifirtainuient
Wednesday evening" Ifttajak. Paul ListeEdward von Ette, Arthur Poole,
inann,
Alexander Ileindl and J. L. Joyce, Miss T.
von Ette and Miss Belle Bartlctt will appear. The concert should be remembered
by lovers of good music.

iJivanm

*«·«·ΤΙ«Ί «AL·*·

nun wiuitj a situation an
bookkeeper or bill clerk : bai had

A·

or evening, Tuesday and Friday
evening* excepted. Enquire of or address W. O.
MCLAUGHLIN, care Cook, Everett & Peunell.

The May Day carnival given at City Hall
under the auspices of the ladies of liosworth
Relief Corps yesterday afternoon and evening drew crowded houses. In the afternoon
the audience was largely composed of children, among them being members of the
Portland School for the Deaf and the Female Orphan Asylum.
The little folks
hugely enjoyed the entertainment and their
elders seemed to partake in their amusement.
The programme, as published, was
well carried out. Little Master Lamb and
Miss Carney were charming as General and
Mrs. Tom Thumb and their reception was a
great success. Miss Justie Barbour, Sammy
Merrill, Frank C. Perkins, Miss Nettie
Palmer, Miss Maud Ball and the young
ladies in the drill under the charge of Miss
Yesta E. Kandall took their parts creditably
and their efforts were received with great
applause. The cantata, "Memories of the
Avar." was rendered very interesting by the
excellence with which it was produced. In
the evening, at the elose of the llrst part of
the programme, Prof. £dward Burnham
gave a number of selections.
Chandler's
orchestra furnished the music under the
leadership of Mr. Frank L. Collins, and
Miss Maude Gould was the pianist.

villi

my3dlaw3wTu«

Deerlng, April 6,1887.

auy week day

MAY DAV CARNIVAL.

<J

CilVEN.

place for lectures^

at β cents per dozen.

Dyspepsia

that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix of the Will of
JOSEPH 8EAVEY, late of Deerlng,
lu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon In rself that trust as the law
All persons having demand* upon
directs.
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same, and all persons Indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
ANN 8EAVEY, Executrix.
IM IIKKKHI

.U.C. π. ASSOCIATION.
stated meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held In the
Library Room, Mechanic's Building, on Thursday
evening. May ôth, at 7.30 o'clock.
H. B. SWIFT. Secretary.
m iy3U3t

A CARD

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

BOSTON CONCERT

A TXTTPTTT t τ1·· pile· »n awful
-Λ. TT J? Li Jj; l bad suffered for 16 years.
Was cored easily, quickly and safely; no pain or
risk ; neither knife or ligature ; harmless operation
and complete relief. Give me your address. If you
•ulTer, and 1 will tell you bow I obtained safe and
speedy relief. Address, F. A. C., Box 1213,
Lewlsten, Me.
eodeinTuTh&S
my3

ΝΟΙΚΙ

England.

in

MAI.Κ II Kl.

ADVBBTWEJIKKT*.

NEW

an

ning

con-

PETITIONS.

sewers as

u>

Western Promenade ;

Win. J. McAllan, at Lincoln Park; Asa G.
Littlejohn, Ν. B. Chase, Luther Sterling,
Winthrop S. Jones, Luther E. Sklllings and
Henry W. Hale, at Peaks Island; W. A.
Staples, John D. Prindable, Charles B.
Todd, Charles D. Smith, A. K. P. îieserve
and Geo. C. Burgess, (tlie latter three of the
board of health) J. L. Hounds, John Balls,
Charles P. Covell, Charles C. Tolman ai d
Frank M. Floyd.

from last year.
It is reasonable to

sire! to

ap-

Benjamin Burnham, at Deering's Oaks ;
Joseph Sterling, on Eastern Promenade;

appropriation of $795,780.73, involving a
levy, after the city income is deducted, of
$716,550.83, which is a reduction of $3,418.48

rum

were

pointed :

tax

nais,

POLICE.

The following special policemen

an

The roof is in a horrible condition.

rail·

The Sunday school of the Church of the
Messiah holds its May fair in the vestry of
their church on Congress street, corner of

with carbonic acid gas.

Sewers

:

«ν*»

wvaivwi

and

APPROPRIATIONS.
Mayor Chapman made the following statement on the part of the committee on appro-

deodGm

the

S797.280,

to

the chair.

advertisement,

Bridgton is in

John streets.
Through Β street between A and a point
near C street.
Through Portland street between High
and State streets.
Through Grant street, between High and
State streets.
Through Clark street,^between Spring and
Danfortn streets.
Through Chatham street, between Middle
and Fore streets.

Present : Aldermen Uatley, Wilson, Bieker,
McMahon, Smith and Marks, the Mayor in

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.

Senator Cole ol
a few days.

Year

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.

The committee

BEFOBE JUDGE WEBB.

the

The regular moiitlily meeting of the City
Council was held last evening.

priations

mare

Munjoy

Drains

for

Built.

Why don't you try Carter'» Little Llrer Plllsf
They are a positive cure for sick headache, and
9II the ills produced by disordered Llrer. Only
one pill a dose
may3d&wlw.
See

Amounting
List of

Wanted—Girl.
AUCTION BALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

Take a D. K. and l>e Ο. K.

be given of intention |to construct the following drains *n<l sewers»
Through Congress street from near Lowell
to St. John street; thence through St. John
to Portland street.
Through St. John street south of Congress, from near C street to Congress street.
Through A street, between Gilman and St.

Λ good

double Carriage, Puag and
Market Wagon, will Ικ> sold at bargain.
Apply to E. 8. II VMLKM & CO.,
270 Commercial (it., ClIT.
upr25
dtJ

II you buy your Boys' Mats of

COE,
he

will present a base ball or harmonica with each
Hat or Cap.

197 Middle St.
NEW PORTO RICO

MOLASSES !
267 Hhds., 27 Tierces.
Jn»t landed» Ex Schoouer "E. Walsh,"
direct from Fajardo, Porto Hlco.
rOH

«ALF,

BV

—

GcU. S. HUNT & SO.,
H»y

apr30

Commercial

ûired.
dlw

